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ABSTRACT

THE POLITICS OF NATURAL RESOURCE USE:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FOREST EXPLOITATION IN INDONESIA AND
CAMBODIA
Azriansyah Achdiat Agoes, M.A.
Department of Political Science
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Kheang Un, Director

This paper address two questions. First, it examines the question of why authoritarian
rulers rely on natural resources to stay in power. Second, it address the mechanism of how
authoritarian rulers extract rents from natural resources and distribute the rents to construct
patronage systems to cement political pacts and gain popular legitimacy. In this paper I argue
that the characteristics of the state determine the strategy employed by authoritarian rulers to use
natural resources for political purposes by distributing monopolies to business elites and
receiving financial donations in return. This paper examines the cases of forest exploitation in
Indonesia and Cambodia to explain how authoritarian rulers exploit natural resources to
construct a patronage system and perpetuate their power.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement, Research Question, and Overview of the Thesis

This paper is about the politics of natural resource use through comparing Cambodia and
Indonesia. This paper has two objectives. First, it explains the importance of natural resources
for helping authoritarian rulers preserve their political power. Second, it elaborates on the
mechanism of how authoritarian rulers use natural resources to sustain their hold on power by
examining forest exploitation in both countries. The argument in brief is that characteristics of
the state determine the strategies in regard to natural resources employed by authoritarian rulers
for political purposes. The case studies in this paper show that in patrimonial states characterized
by a lack of meritocratic bureaucracy, limited extractive capacity, absence of horizontal
accountability, and weak civil society but endowed with huge natural resources available to be
tapped, authoritarian rulers are pushed to exploit natural resources and distribute rents to cement
political pacts and extend them to gain popular legitimacy through mass patronage. In this
regard, close associations between authoritarian rulers and business elites, such as the
konglomerat in Indonesia and oknha in Cambodia, are important as they create monopolies to
exploit forests and provide large sums of financial contributions to support the authoritarian
rulers as a payoff. The time frame of this paper is post-conflict Cambodia under Hun Sen (19932013) and Indonesia under Suharto (1966-1998).
This paper contributes to the debates on the “resource curse” argument, especially the
“rentier effect” by supporting the rentier theory argument that rents from natural resource
extraction inhibit democratization, as they reduce the states’ ability to tax their populations (tax
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effect) and increase a ruler’s capacity to spend on patronage and buying off clients (spending
effect) to consolidate power (Ross 2001). The second contribution of this paper is in explaining
the mechanism of how authoritarian rulers use natural resources to strengthen their political base.
In this regard, both Cambodia and Indonesia show similar patterns in regard to how authoritarian
rulers extract resource rents to appease their supporters. The patrimonial style of the state with
the absence of horizontal accountability allowed Hun Sen and Suharto to use resource rents as
patronage by granting monopolies in timber concessions to the oknha and konglomerat, requiring
them to donate shares of the rents to the Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) and Golongan Karya
(Golkar), political parties of the authoritarian rulers, which were used to win elections and gain
popular legitimacy.

Outline of the Thesis

The organization of the paper is as follows. The first section is the introduction,
explaining in brief the argument, contribution, and organization of the paper. The second section
is the literature review, elaborating on the research that has been done on the topic by focusing
on characteristics of political institutions and literature on the resource curse theory. The third
section elaborates the argument of the paper, methodology, and data collection. The fourth and
fifth sections elaborate the case studies on timber extraction in Cambodia and Indonesia. Finally,
the last section is the conclusion and sheds the light on areas for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter discusses the literature on the relationship of natural resources and state
institutions. The first part elaborates the theoretical debates on the relationship between state as
an institution and clientelism. The second part discusses the literature on the impact of natural
resource wealth on the institutional development of the state.

State and Clientelism

State is an important concept in political science and has received considerable attention
among political scientists, especially since the resurgence of state theory in 1970. Characteristics
of the state influence the political and economic trajectories of particular countries. A strong
state could serve as an instrument to promote democracy and economic prosperity, and it can
also perpetuate authoritarian regimes (Slater, 2010; Slater & Fenner, 2011). On the other hand, a
weak state that is “rotten from within” opens the possibility for fragile democratic transition
(Levitsky & Way, 2010, p. 55) but also is more likely to be captured by predatory elites to
establish patrimonial regimes (Levine, 1980; Jackson & Rosberg, 1984).
The main function of the state, in its simplest form, is to extract and organize. In the
extended version, the core tasks of the states include monopolization of coercion, collection of
the taxes, conducting of censuses, provision of education and economic safety nets, and legal
adjudication of disputes, which is a function of infrastructural power of the state. Slater and
Fenner (2011) argue that “Successful penetration and coordination of society to pursue
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political objectives depends on the institutional coherence and efficacy of state agencies
themselves. Once gained, infrastructural power can be used for a variety of purposes, not all so
narrowly partisan and regime survival” (p. 17). In the context of authoritarian regimes, Slater and
Fenner found the four most important infrastructural powers of the state, which are coercing
rivals, extracting revenues, registering citizens, and cultivating dependence. Coercive power of
the state is important to the extent that it deploys violence in a controlled way to ensure that
repression does not go beyond the targeted limit. Uncontrolled violence would spark social
unrest to challenge the incumbent. Revenue extraction provides regimes with capital that can
help them to solve crises or build loyalty among the elites and masses through patronage
distribution. Citizen registration is important for the regime to monitor citizens and pursue policy
that would enhance the performance legitimacy that stabilizes and sustains the regime.
Cultivating dependence is related to the ability of the state to provide services or distribute
patronage. This binds voters and coalition partners to a particular regime because it increases the
vulnerability of citizens and coalition partners to the withdrawal of state largesse. In countries
that lack national integration and have a low level of economic development, and poor
infrastructure state largesse can facilitate intra-elite accommodation (Van de Walle, 2007). Thus,
what factors determine strong and weak states?
Evans (1989) argued that the core characteristic of a strong state depends on the degree of
state autonomy and embeddedness. Autonomy means that the state has a bureaucracy with a
coherent entity in which individual incumbents are insulated from the demands of the
surrounding society and see advancement of corporate goals as the only way to maximize their
individual interests. In this regard, meritocratic recruitment and assurance of rewards for career
promotion are the keys for autonomy. On the other hand, embeddedness is also needed for the
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state to be responsive in dealing with changing economic reality by promoting linkage with
society. An example of a state with embedded autonomy is a developmental state such as Japan,
which successfully combines state autonomy and builds vast networks with private capital for
transforming industry. Lack of autonomy and embeddedness will lead to what Evans (1989) calls
a “predatory state” in which the state is incapable of formulating goals and providing public
goods, such as Zaire under Mobutu Sese Seko. Brazil is an example of an intermediate case in
which the lack of internal organizational capacity and greater challenge from political elites
produce partially embedded autonomy.
Current literature on state institutions converged on the argument that the existence of
threat, domestic or external, and coalitional structure matter in determining state capacity. The
path-breaking study of this literature is the piece by Crone (1988). He argues that the
combination of the size of the elite coalition and pattern of social control determine the trajectory
of state capacities in Southeast Asian countries. High state capacity is a function of broad elite
coalitions combined with collaborative social control. On the other hand, low or intermediate
state capacity is a product of a narrow coalition combined with coercive social control. This
explains the variety of state capacities in Southeast Asian countries, with Malaysia and
Singapore as examples of high state capacity due to the broad elite coalitions and collaborative
social control, and Thailand and Indonesia as intermediate cases in which the combination of
narrow elite coalition and extensive use of coercive social control limits state capacity. The
Philippines represent the extreme case in which a narrowing elite and increasing coercion during
the Marcos regime severely limited state capacity. Based on his examination of Southeast Asian
countries, Crone criticized the notion of state autonomy in which a high degree of insulation
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from the mass base did not result in increased state capacity since control by powerful elites
exploited state autonomy.
Doner et al. (2005) extends Evans’s (1995) and Crone’s (1988) arguments on state
capacity by examining the origins of developmental states in East Asian countries and the
absence of such types of states in Southeast Asia, except Singapore. Instead of focusing on the
internal structure of the state apparatus, they focus on the coalitional basis of developmental
state. They argue that state capacity emerged from the challenges of delivering side payments to
restive popular demands under conditions of extreme geopolitical insecurity and lack of
resources. In this regard, broad coalitions, severe external threat, and availability of resources for
side payments determine the outcome of state capacities. A broad coalition increases pressure for
extensive side payments more than narrow coalitions. Increased pressure on side payments
obliges rulers to search for resources available to appease the members of a coalition, but severe
threat and limited availability of resources induce elites to invest in institutional upgrading that
produces developmental states. Thus, lack of severe threat and resource abundance reduce elites’
incentives for institutional upgrading through less ambitious state-building efforts. This systemic
vulnerability argument explains why developmental states exist in East Asian countries but are
absent in Southeast Asia (Doner et al., 2005).
The work by Slater (2010) extends the notion of systemic vulnerability in explaining the
staying power of authoritarian regimes in Southeast Asian countries. His contribution is in
adding the type and timing of conflict or threats that lead to elite collective action, or what he
calls a protection pact, to invest in state building. Different types of conflict or threats will have
different outcomes. In this regard, redistributive demands emanating from mass organizations are
more likely to enhance the collective action of the elite more than ethnic conflict. In terms of
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timing, the key consideration is whether the conflict occurs before or after the establishment of
“authoritarian leviathans” (p. 14). If the conflict occurs before the establishment of authoritarian
leviathan, then it reinforces elite collective action regarding the need to invest in state building.
On the other hand, if the conflict erupts after the establishment of authoritarian leviathan, then it
reduces the incentive for the elites on the importance of authoritarian leviathan as a social order.
When the direction of power resources are flowing from elites toward authoritarian leviathan, the
outcome is a protection pact that strengthens the institution. On the other hand, if the direction of
power resources are flowing from authoritarian leviathan toward elites or the provision pact, it
reduces the capacity of the institution and exhausts the power resource to order power. To sum
up, in an authoritarian state, the high capacity of the state is a function of broad elite coalitions’
perceived unmanageable redistributive demands from mass organizations before the inauguration
of authoritarian leviathan.
In the same vein, Levitsky and Way (2010) also point to the importance of the coercive
capacity of the state for the durability of authoritarian regime. Their contribution is on the
measurement of the state’s coercive capacity by looking at the scope and cohesion of the state’s
coercive apparatus. Scope refers to the effective reach of the state’s coercive apparatus or
infrastructural power in which the size and quality of the apparatus are important to monitor and
check grassroots’ opposition activity across the national territory. Cohesion refers to the level of
compliance within the state apparatus. In this regard, subordinates have to follow the order of
their superiors’ commands. The determinants of state cohesion are fiscal health (the ability of the
state to pay state officials), ideology, and solidarity ties during social struggles such as national
liberation movement or revolution.
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In broader context, coalitional structure and state power are important for determining
economic trajectory. Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) introduce the notion of inclusive and
extractive institutions. Institution means the rules influencing how the economy works and the
incentives that motivate people. Features of inclusive institutions are secure private property and
an unbiased system of law. Provision of public services provides a level playing field in which
people can exchange and contract, permits the entry of new business, and allows people to
choose their careers. Inclusive institutions are required in order to attain prosperity. Inclusive
institutions need a centralized state to enforce contracts between private parties. In this regard,
the centralized state should be pluralistic with power not concentrated on narrow elites and
constrained by the public. The opposite is an extractive institution that is blamed as the cause of
poverty. Extractive institutions centralize power in the hands of narrow elites and place few
constraints on the exercise of power. Extractive political institutions enable elites to choose
extractive economic institutions to enrich them, and their economic wealth and power help
consolidate their political dominance. Thus, extractive institutions will usually not generate
sustainable growth because once another group outmaneuvers the elites and takes control of the
state, they will be the ones enjoying this wealth and power. Consequently, fighting to control the
all-powerful state is always latent, and it will periodically intensify and bring the undoing of
these regimes, as it turns into civil war and sometimes into total breakdown and collapse of the
state. The take away point is broad coalitions are more likely to strengthen institutions and
constrain exercise of power. The other contribution of this argument is the importance of the rule
of law and state power to enforce contracts between private parties and also to prevent excessive
use of power by the ruler.
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The importance of the coercive power of the state to enforce contracts for capitalist
development can be achieved regardless of regime type. Olson (1993) provides the logic on how
dictatorship has an interest in providing public goods such as contract enforcement. He argues
that capital accumulation is possible under dictatorship through monopolization of theft – instead
of uncoordinated competitive theft – and protection of the tax-generating subjects. The rational
interest of these “stationary bandits” is an increase in output that arises from peaceful order
rather than anarchy, which gives stationary bandits a far larger share they can take than if they
acted as “roving bandits” (p. 568). In other words, autocratic rulers have an incentive to extract
the maximum possible surplus from the whole society through a monopoly of coercive power
and to use it for their own purposes. In short, authoritarian regimes can provide short-term
economic growth by creating stable political order through monopolization of coercive power
but are vulnerable to elite succession. It also shows that in the absence of a strong state capacity,
authoritarian rulers have the capacity to accumulate capital from the private sector by becoming
stationary bandits and using the wealth to maintain political power through a clientelistic
strategy.
In democratic settings, the democratic advantage, as stipulated by Olson (1993), is also
supported by O’Donnell (1994, 1998). He argues that “democracy’s concern with equality,
liberalism’s commitment to freedoms in society, and republicanism’s severe view of the
obligations of rulers all support another fundamental aspect of polyarchy and of the
constitutional state that is supposed to coexist with it: the rule of law” (O’Donnell, 1998, p. 114).
He points to the importance of rule of law related to the emerging trends among democratic
latecomers, that is increasing vertical accountability followed by weak horizontal accountability
that insulates voters to become a passive audience of what ruler does. This is what he labeled as
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“delegative democracy” (O’ Donnell, 1994, p.61). Horizontal accountability requires
autonomous institutions with clear boundaries; these boundaries must be acknowledged and
respected by other relevant actors, and other actors must be available to defend and redress those
boundaries if they are transgressed. The importance of horizontal accountability is preventing
encroachment, corruption and nonformalized but operative practices such as clientelism and
patrimonialism (O’Donnell, 1994). It ensures that democracy works on the right track, which is
to make sure that those in charge of public affairs must act on behalf of the good of all and not
fall prey to patrimonial and clientelistic practices.
The notion of patrimonial states has received more attention since the process of
decolonization, which blends features of a modern state, such as the existence of legislative,
executive, and judicial institutions, and traditional styles of governing the state. The ability of the
rulers to blend traditional values in a modern state helped them to maintain political stability in
the 1960s. The history of state building in Europe shows the combination of patrimonial and
bureaucratic states and constitutional and absolute regimes as a function of the differences in
organization of local government and timing of the onset of sustained geopolitical competition
(Ertman, 1997). In this regard, intervention of the legislative body in England at the onset of
geopolitical competition led to bureaucratic-constitutionalism, while in Poland and Hungary
strong legislative institutions led to patrimonial bureaucracy due to the timing of geopolitical
competition that occurred after a national assembly was already in place. This historical pattern
blocked the construction of the bureaucratic infrastructure and led the countries into patrimonialconstitutionalism.
In the modern era, however, the features of patrimonialism still persist not only in postcolonial countries but also for developed countries such as Iceland, Italy, and Spain where
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political parties still use clientelistic strategies for winning elections in the post-Cold War era
(Piattoni, 2001; Shefter, 1977). Shefter argues that the origin of patronage and programmatic
parties was determined by the relative timing of party establishment and bureaucratization. If
bureaucratization comes before the establishment of the political party, the party is more likely to
eschew patronage. On the other hand, if the party emerged before the establishment of
autonomous bureaucracy, the party is more likely to be patronage oriented. If Shefter’s
contribution is in explaining the supply side of patronage by focusing on state building,
Piattoni’s contribution is on the demand side by pointing out the importance of the development
of the society, such as level of education and revolution in information technology, as factors
that affect the level and intensity of patronage. She argued that a higher level of education,
independent economic base of the society, and invention of information technology posit a limit
of patronage as exemplified by countries in Northern Europe. On the other hand, a lower level of
education, high dependency on state spending for propelling the economy, and limited access to
information become fertile grounds for patronage politics (Piattoni, 2001). In short, patronage
politics are determined by the process of state building (supply side) and society development
(demand side).
A recent study on clientelism by Stokes et al. (2013) provides empirical findings on
factors that affect the persistence or demise of clientelism. They found changes in the electorate
as the effect of industrialization and economic growth as the main explanatory factor.
Industrialization increased the average income of the electorate, and this increased the cost for
vote buying and monitoring people’s votes and their electoral behavior and reduced the cost for
direct communication between politicians and voters. Therefore, industrialization reduced the
politicians’ reliance on political brokers and, in the end, led to the demise of clientelism. Stokes
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et al. refer to the demise of clientelism in Britain and United States in the early twentieth century
as a clear example of how industrialization and economy led these two countries to a successful
transition from clientelistic into programmatic parties.
In contrast to liberal democracy, in a patrimonial state, political competition is limited
among factions within the regime. The political power of the ruler depends on his ability to
maintain the loyalty of the key political elite. The ability to maintain the loyalty of the elite
depends on the capacity of the ruler to provide material sources to his supporters through
distribution of offices and licenses and to monopolies in government projects in exchange for
loyalty and political support. In a neo-patrimonial system, the political participation of the
masses is severely limited. Competition for power and office are restricted to the hands of elites.
The concern of the political elites is on how to gain influence from the ruler by showing loyalty
and support to gain material wealth through appointments for public office or privileges (Crouch,
1979). The basis of political exchange in a patrimonial system is political connection. The
outward appearance of a rational-legal system with clear distinctions between public and private
realms and laws and legal order is not embedded in the practice of politics. The patrimonial logic
of the ruler subverts the Weberian system in which officeholders systematically appropriate
public resources for their own use. Therefore, political authority is largely based on clientelistic
practices such as patronage and rent-seeking (Handley, 2008).
Although there is no consensus on the definition of clientelism, many definitions indicate
several features of clientelism: dyadic relationships, contingency, hierarchy, and iteration
(Hicken, 2011; Stokes, 2009). Dyadic relationships emphasize that the core of relationships
between a patron and client is personal, such as between the patron and high-level brokers and
between the broker and individual clients. Contingency means that clientelistic relationships are
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reciprocal in which delivery of goods or services from patrons to clients is responded to by
support or promise to support the patron. Hierarchy means that the clientelism relationship is
asymmetric and unequal, that is where the patron has more influence, information, and resources
that the client lacks.
In the context of a democratic election, the study by Kitschelt and Wilkinson (2007)
conceived of the clientelistic relationship as a principal-agent relationship, rather than an unequal
relationship, with the client as the principal and the patron as agent. This principal-agent
relationship is an inverse relationship if we compare the concept with patron-client relation as
defined by Scott. Kitschelt and Wilkinson draw their arguments from the logic of democratic
accountability, which perceives voters as the principal and politicians as an agent in competitive
democratic elections. Clientelism is iterated interactions in which both the patron and client
anticipate future interaction as they make decisions about their behavior today. The interaction in
clientelistic relationships requires trust from both sides that the other will fulfill their promise,
that is the patron will deliver materials and the client will give support for patron (Hicken, 2011).
It is important to distinguish among clientelism, patronage, and other exchange. Kitschelt
and Wilkinson (2007) define patronage as a “particular mode of exchange between electoral
constituencies as principals and politicians as agents in democratic systems” (p. 7). They use the
terms of patronage and clientelism interchangeably. Stokes (2009) describes clientelism as “the
proffering of material goods in return for electoral support, where the criterion of distribution
that the patron uses is simply: did you (will you) support me?” (p. 605). Unlike Kitschelt and
Wilkinson, Stokes has a different definition of patronage: “the proffering of public resources
(most typically, public employment) by office holders in return for electoral support, where the
criterion of distribution is again the clientelist one: did you – will you – vote for me?” (p. 606).
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Here, patronage is a subtype of clientelism in which the patron holds public office, while in
clientelism, the more powerful political actor may or may not hold public office (p. 606).
Building on Stokes’s definition, Hicken (2011) classifies patronage as subtype of clientelism. His
definition of patronage is similar to Stokes’s. He defines patronage as “the exchange of public
sector jobs for political support” (p. 295). Patronage is also defined as “the use of resources and
benefits that flow from public office” (p. 295). In the context of post-authoritarian regime in
Indonesia, Aspinall (2013) defines patronage as “a material resource disbursed for particularistic
purposes and for political benefit, typically distributed via clientelistic network, where
clientelism is defined as a personalistic relationship of power” (p. 28).
Further study on Southeast Asian states found new strains of capitalist development in
neo-patrimonial regimes by identifying the relation between state apparatus and business
interests. Hutchroft’s study of the Philippine state divides capitalist development into four
categories. The first category is statist capitalism or the developmental state featuring the
combination of Weberian bureaucracy and domination of the state over business interests in
economic development. The second category is laissez-faire capitalism or a regulatory state. In a
regulatory state, business interest has more influence in economic policy, and therefore, the
system is primarily driven by private sector initiatives. The third category is bureaucratic
capitalism or the patrimonial administrative state. In bureaucratic capitalism, the bureaucratic
elite extracts privilege from a weak business class. In these systems, the dominant social force is
a bureaucratic elite, and the countervailing social forces are weak. Bureaucracy is more
historically rooted than business elites, and therefore, bureaucracy has more power than other
social forces. The fourth category is booty capitalism or patrimonial oligarchic state. In this
system, the dominant social force has an independent economic base from the state apparatus,
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but the state has a crucial role in wealth accumulation and rent extraction. The major
beneficiaries of wealth accumulation in booty capitalism are the oligarchic elites in which they
can extract rents from an incoherent bureaucracy (Hutchcroft, 1998).
It is also important to touch on the issue of how clientelistic politics works in democratic
settings, especially how the patron ensures that voters behave as expected by patrons during
elections. Stokes’s (2005) notion of perverse accountability is crucial here since it provides clues
on how ruling political parties monitor the political preferences of their clients during elections
and force them to vote for the ruling parties for material reward. Based on her case study in
Argentina, Stokes found that perverse accountability, or the capacity of parties to monitor voters
and exchange their votes with material inducements, is more likely to occur among economically
poor electoral districts and constituents who live in smaller towns or districts. The technology of
voting is also a factor in which a party-produced ballot, as used in Argentina, allows parties to
monitor the accountability of voters and enable parties to reward those who vote for the party
and punish those who defect (Stokes, 2005). The notion of perverse accountability is useful to
explain how Golkar in Indonesia and CPP in Cambodia have been able to monitor voters in the
countryside to vote for the parties.

The Impact of Natural Resource Rents on State Institutions and Democracy

During the 1950s, natural resource endowment was perceived as a blessing for
developing countries because it provided basic capital required for propelling economic
development. This argument, known as “staple theory of growth,” contends that resource wealth
has a positive impact because developing countries suffer from imbalances in factors of
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production with labor abundance and scarce capital (Ross, 1999, p.). Resource wealth can
promote economic growth through two ways: first, by drawing labor and capital to
underdeveloped areas and second, profits earned from natural resource exports provide capital
required for building industries and physical infrastructure to support economic development
(Ross, 1999, 2001).
According to Ross (1999), there are three strains of political explanation of the resource
curse: cognitive explanations, societal explanations, and state-centered explanations. Cognitive
explanations suggest that resource windfalls cause a type of myopia among state leaders. This
myopia is characterized in get the rich mentality where resource windfall is used for insufficient
diversification. Criticism of this approach is that it transgresses rationality assumptions and is
usually deployed in an ad hoc manner rather than as a testable theory. The societal explanations
suggest that resource windfalls will affect the leverage of certain social groups who favor
growth-impeding policies. These arguments come from the impediment of an industrial shift
from import-substituting industries (ISI) in Latin America. Resource windfall increased the
leverage of the supporters of ISI. Conversely, a timely shift from ISI to an export
industrialization strategy was more successful in resource scarce countries such as South Korea
and Taiwan. Ross argues that the weakness of societal explanations is that the societal
explanation works best if the social groups have a claim over the resource rents. In the majority
of developing countries, however, the state has a claim over resource rents through state owned
enterprises, rather than the social groups. State ownership over rents should increase the state’s
leverage over social pressures (Ross, 1999).
In the context of democratization, resource endowment impedes democracy. This notion
of rentier theory is that “a state receives substantial rents from foreign individuals, concerns or
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governments.” (Ross, 2001, p. 329). Two effects of natural resource wealth deserve attention
here: the rentier effect and the repression effect. The rentier effect has three causal mechanisms:
taxation effect, spending effect, and group formation effect. The taxation effect suggests that
when governments receive sufficient revenues from natural resources sales, they are less likely to
tax their population heavily or even not at all. In turn, the citizens have fewer incentives to
demand accountability from the government. Just like the myopic argument, as already
discussed, spending effect means that greater revenue from natural resource wealth leads to
greater spending on patronage and dampens pressures for democratization. The group formation
effect occurs when revenues provide a government with enough money, the government uses it
as a largesse to prevent the formation of social groups that are independent from the state and
hence may demand political rights. The repressive effect is that the surge in revenue from natural
resource wealth allows the government to build up the armed forces and train a special
presidential guard to help maintain order. In short, revenue from natural resources through
rentier and repressive effect impede democracy.
Recent debates on resource curse theory have converged into the questions of to what
extent natural resource endowment would have an impact on institutions and what kind of
institutional arrangement can have minimum negative impact on institutions. Ross (2008) has
shifts in his argument on the impact of natural resource wealth on institutions. In his previous
study about the impact of timber booms in three Southeast Asian countries, he argued that
resource boom has a negative impact on institutional performance, as seen in the case of the
Philippines where timber booms produced rent seizing that eroded the quality of government
institutions even though it was equipped with professional civil servants. His current research
found that institutions can minimize the resource curse as shown in the cases of Norway and
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Australia where strong institutions were already in place before the natural resources were found
(Ross, 2008). Other studies also found that certain institutional arrangements can minimize the
impact of the resource curse, such as the work by Luong and Wienthal (2010) in which the cases
of Central Asian countries show that the ownership structure matters. Countries with petroleum
reserves managed by domestic private ownership produce stronger institutions rather than those
managed directly by the state through state owned enterprise.
Ross’s (2001) argument on the rentier and repressive effect received mixed responses.
His explanation on tax effect is widely accepted as constraining citizen demand on government
accountability. Jensen and Wantchekon (2004) support Ross’s findings that in the post-Cold War
era, resource wealth is important not only for democratic transition but also determines the
process of democratic consolidation. Jensen and Wantchekon refer to the result of successful
democratic reforms in African countries such as Benin, Mali and Madagascar, but were less
successful in resource-rich countries such as Nigeria and Gabon. They also suggest that resourcerich countries can have successful democratic reform if they introduce strong mechanisms of
vertical and horizontal accountability within the state.
However, a group of scholars have a skeptical view of the negative impact of resource
abundance and democracy. The debate centered on Ross’s (2001) definition of democracy as not
being clear about whether natural resources, especially oil, caused a democracy to become a
dictatorship or whether natural resources make it easier for a dictatorship to tame democratic
movement. Dunning provides a nuanced approach that the impact of natural resource wealth is
conditional (as cited in Waldner & Smith, 2015). In a country with high inequality and high
demand for redistribution, resource rents have a democratizing effect because they mitigate
significant threats to elites. In a situation of low inequality and redistribution demand, resource
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rents restore the anti-democratic effect of rents (Waldner & Smith, 2015). Repressive effect also
has a conditional impact on regime type, in that it depends on the timing of the discovery of the
resource wealth. If the timing of resource rents occurs after elite consolidation, it can facilitate
institutional development and coalition building. In contrast, if the timing of resource rents is
available before elite consolidation, then resource rents hinder institutional development.
Although the autocratic leaders invest a large sum of money in building coercive institutions,
they are still vulnerable in dealings with massive democratic movements as in the case of the
1979 revolution in Iran (Smith, 2006).

Methodology

As stated in the introductory chapter, this paper examines the importance of natural
resources for authoritarian rulers to preserve their political power. The proposition in this paper
is that because the states of Cambodia and Indonesia lack extractive capacity in terms of revenue
collection, they rely on material contributions from business elites and government officials that
grant monopolies or exclusive rights to exploit natural resources in order to stay in power. In this
regard, limited state capacity in extracting revenue encouraged authoritarian rulers to rely on
natural resource rents, which were channeled through patronage networks constructed by
authoritarian rulers. The natural resource rents were used by the authoritarian rulers to cement
elite pacts and appease popular demands through mass patronage by distributing material
inducements toward voters during elections and when building basic infrastructures in electoral
districts that support Golkar in Indonesia and CPP in Cambodia.
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In this paper, I apply comparative case analysis by comparing Indonesia and Cambodia.
Case study was chosen since it allows investigating the causal mechanism in more detail. In this
regard, this paper uses Mill’s method of agreement, in which similarity in independent variables
is associated with common outcomes, also known as least similar case (as cited in George &
Bennett, 2005). The downside of this method of agreement is that the researcher cannot be sure
that all of the possibilities of relevant independent variables have been identified. The other issue
with method of agreement is related to the notion of equifinality, which means “different causal
patterns can lead to similar outcomes” (p. 161). On the other hand, Geddes (1990) contends that
case selection based on dependent variables may bias the conclusions. She refers to two
weaknesses of the method of agreement. The first is conclusion bias, since the researcher easily
concludes that any characteristic of the selected cases is a cause. The second weaknesses related
to external validity is that the relationship between variables within the selected cases reflect
relationships in the entire population of the cases. To conclude, it is important to be cautious in
selecting cases based on the dependent variable due to limitations in the method that may lead to
bias the conclusions.
Regardless of the weaknesses as explained above, case selection based on dependent
variable still occupies an important role in the study of comparative politics, and there are several
tools to address the issue of selection bias. In spite of her critical stance on method of agreement,
Geddes (1990) acknowledges the advantages and critical contributions of the method in
providing details of the causal relationships, identifying plausible causal variables, and in
building and revising theories. In short, she argued, the method is important as a generator of
insights and hypotheses. One way to address the issue of bias conclusions is by combining the
method of agreement with process tracing. Process tracing allows the researcher to illuminate the
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causal mechanism by looking at historical narratives as to how the unfolding events may lead to
similar outcomes in the two cases (George & Bennett, 2005). The other tools is by employing
counterfactuals by adding counterfactual cases to show that the explanatory variables still hold in
explaining the outcome as in Skcopol’s (1979) seminal work on social revolutions.1 The detailed
case studies allow the researcher to examine and test causal relationships in a way that large-n
cross-national studies generally fail to do so (Levitsky & Way, 2010).
In this paper, the choice of applying least similar method for case selection can be
justified for several reasons. First, the study not only tries to examine the causal relationship and
the staying power of the authoritarian ruler, but also to explain the causal mechanism on how
authoritarian rulers in Cambodia and Indonesia used timber rents to construct patronage system
at the elite and mass levels. Therefore, as stated by Geddes (1990), method of agreement is
useful as a methodological tool to explain causal relationships and to provide detailed narrative
on the mechanism of how the authoritarian rulers used timber rents, thus allowing for a parallel
demonstration of theory (Skocpol & Somers, 1980). Second, Indonesia and Cambodia provide
cases of countries endowed by abundant natural resources, especially forests, and ruled by
authoritarian rulers for a long time regardless of many differences in terms of ethnic diversity,
religion, colonial legacy, and political system.2 This similarity is important since it allows
investigation of to what extent natural resources play a role in perpetuating authoritarian rulers
and also controlling for regional variables. It is important to note that Southeast Asia is a region
that reflects huge political variations that make the region “a highly promising setting for
1

In this paper, the author did not provide counterfactual cases to strengthen the argument. Further study will
include counterfactual cases to strengthen the argument.
2
In Indonesia, Suharto had been in power for 32 years from 1966-1998. In Cambodia, Hun Sen ruled from 1985
until now, 31 years. The two autocrats are the longest politicians to hold executive power as the head of a
government in Southeast Asia.
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theorizing institutional variation throughout postcolonial world” (Slater, 2010, p. 9). Thus, the
two countries represent samples of diverse and different characteristics but converge into a
similar outcome. Third, studying the two countries fills a gap in the literature on natural
resources and authoritarian durability and also on Southeast Asian politics by adding the case of
Cambodia, which has been neglected in the previous studies. Recent studies on natural resources
and on authoritarian durability in Southeast Asia, for example by Ross (1999) on natural
resources and Slater (2010) on authoritarian durability, did not include Cambodia. Thus, this
paper fills the gap left by previous literature and contributes knowledge about the politics of
natural resources in general and Southeast Asian politics in particular.
Data collection for this study relied on secondary sources, such as archival material and
previous studies. Secondary sources in this research provided rich accounts of natural resource
policy and the operation of patronage networks. I have to admit that incorporating primary
sources is important to investigate the issue more deeply; however, financial and time constraints
became the main obstacles that prevented me from collecting data based on primary sources.
This can be an option for future research to extend this study.
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CHAPTER 3
FOREST EXPLOITATION IN SUHARTO’S INDONESIA

Political Institutions in Indonesia

The Indonesian state characteristics are mixed. The state has a strong capacity, especially
in terms of coerciveness; citizen registration; and a cultivated dependence of its citizens (Liddle,
1996; Slater, 2008). However, the state also has a weak extractive capacity in terms of taxing
citizens (Anderson, 1983; Winters, 1991, 1996). Winters (1991, 1996) provides detailed data on
the extractive capacity during Suharto’s New Order period. When a mission group from the
World Bank met with the top leaders from the Indonesian Central Bank in 1967, they asked
about the number of Indonesian citizens who paid taxes. The Indonesian Central Bank answered
that only 10 to 2,000 people paid taxes. In fact, according to the National Census, Indonesia had
a population of 119,208,229. In 1991, the taxpayer registries were small, with 80 percent of all
taxpayers on the rolls concentrated in Java, which indicated the state had a weak capacity in
taxing its citizen. With negligible revenues from taxes, the state relied on revenue from royalties
of natural resource extraction. When Suharto assumed power in 1966, oil-related revenues
accounted for a tiny fraction of the total income. During the first oil boom (1973-1974), the oilrelated revenue climbed to half of all government earnings. Meanwhile in the second oil boom
(1979), the oil-related revenues reached 62 percent of all government receipts (Winters, 1996).
The second source of revenues was from timber exports, which accounted for 7 percent of GDP
and 20 percent of non-oil and gas exports (Poffenberger, 1997).
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Another aspect of state weakness is the absence of meritocratic bureaucracy caused by
low salaries (Mackie, 2010) and uncertainty in promotion paths among bureaucrats. McLeod
(2000, 2008) illuminates how Suharto designed a system of rent generation (the Suharto
Franchise) that allowed for economic growth, but at the same time, it generated rents from
businesses and individuals at all levels. The Suharto franchise is a system, “the fundamental
purpose of which was to use the coercive power of government privately to tax the general
public and redistribute the tax revenue to small elites” (McLeod, 2008, p. 200). The system
resembled a business franchise by replicating the system of rent generation to all levels of the
government. It included many of Suharto’s ministers and senior bureaucrats; administrators
ranged from provinces to villages, to top executives from the state enterprises and the special
government bodies. Joining the franchise opened a way for civil servants to be promoted and
earn positions that enabled them to harvest rents and gather a huge income acquired from
opportunities to impose private taxation on the public. Those who joined the franchise had to pay
benefits to the head of franchise, for example payments to Suharto’s yayasan (foundation), and
the provision of loans and awarding of contracts was based on favorable terms to Suharto’s
family members and business cronies (McLeod, 2000). Those who had the courage to change the
system from within would be removed from their initial position and replaced by individuals
who were eager to comply with the game. In another scenario, they were transferred to a remote
area of the country with no opportunities for private taxation (McLeod, 2008).
The uncertain promotion path among the civil servants happened partly due to the
privileges given to the military officers to occupy civilian positions within the government,
which varied from positions at the ministerial level to positions in district levels (Jenkins, 2010;
MacDougall, 1982; Vatikiotis, 1998). MacDougall (1982) provides a detail analysis of the
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number of civilian positions in the cabinet and the top echelons within the ministries. In 1981, he
found that active and retired military officers occupied 50 percent of the 145 positions in the
higher bureaucracy at the national level. In 1966, military officers held 44 percent of department
minister positions. Meanwhile in 1973, the percentage dropped to 22 percent. However in 1978,
the number of military officers increased to 47 percent. MacDougall further explains that the
secretary-general positions were 55 percent military officer occupied in 1966-1967, then dropped
to 41 percent in 1971, and then increased to 89 percent in 1978. Furthermore, in the Third
Development Cabinet, in two of the most important ministerial positions to maintain regime
stability – the Department of Home Affairs and the Department of Defense and Security – the
military held 89 percent and 100 percent, respectively. For provincial governor positions, the
military held 19 positions from 26 provinces in 1968-1973; 20 positions from 26 provinces in
1974-1978; 16 positions from 27 provinces in 1978-1983; 14 positions from 27 provinces in
1983-1988; and 12 positions from 27 provinces in 1988-1992 (Purnomowati et al., 1998). In
short, the military became the backbone of the Suharto regime for controlling the bureaucracy by
posting military officers to occupy key positions within ministries, especially for the Department
of Home Affairs that oversaw the operation of local government and the Department of Defense
and Security that was responsible for maintaining security and order.
Political penetration of party politics and expansion of the size of the bureaucracy for
patronage purposes weakened the autonomy of the bureaucracy. The implementation of the
monoloyalitas doctrine obliged civil servants to become a member of the Golkar, which was the
official political party of the New Order (Liddle, 1996). Suharto also used the bureaucracy as an
instrument of patronage by expanding the number of civil servants throughout his tenure. For
example, in 1960 the number of Indonesian civil servants was 393,000. The figure quickly
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expanded to 515,000 in 1970, and 2,047,000 in 1980 (Fatah, 2009). To sum up, the state
apparatus during Suharto’s regime was far from autonomous and embedded bureaucracy as
proposed by Evans (1995).
The origins of the patrimonial character of the state closely were related to the coalitional
structure of Suharto’s regime and the economic crisis encountered by the regime. When Suharto
launched his anti-communist campaign, the coalition was broad and consisted of military, middle
class (represented by intellectuals), and Islamic elites. However, the protection pact soon broke
up and changed the direction into a provision pact (Slater, 2010). Mass killings of the members
of the Indonesian Communist Party ended the threat that was the basis of Suharto’s protection
pact. In the beginning of the 1970s, the coalition shrank to only military, bureaucrats,
technocrats, Golkar, and a small number of Chinese Indonesian businessmen (konglomerat) as
the remaining members of the coalition. This narrow coalitional structure and the use of
repressive social control limited the state’s capacity to pursue a higher level of economic
development and insulated Suharto and his coalition from the popular demands of the masses.
Indonesia under Suharto can be categorized into O’Donnell’s (1994, 1998) delegative
democracy with the absence of horizontal accountability from other state agencies. The
legislative was weak due to political reorganization conducted by Suharto. In 1968, Suharto
reorganized the legislature by expanding the members of the MPR who served as the People’s
Representative Council from 600 into 920 by adding new members under the Karya
Pembangunan faction. Suharto appointed all the new members in this faction, and it became the
largest faction in the MPR (Mas’oed, 1989). The parliament reserved 100 seats for the
representatives of the military (Fatah, 2009; Vatikiotis, 1998). Thus, Suharto had full control of
the majority in the parliament. In the same year, the government introduced the recall
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mechanism. This mechanism provided the party leader with the authority to revoke the
membership of the legislators whenever the members had different view than the party leaders or
when they criticized government policy (Mas’oed, 1989). The successful reorganization of the
parliament prevented the legislative branch from overseeing government policy and allowed the
executive to resume a full control of the public policy.
In the same vein, the judicial system was weakened and was unable to perform control
over the government. Pompe (2005) explained how the executives penetrated the autonomy of
the judicial branch through the implementation of Law 14/1970, which granted authority of
administration of the judges (promotion, transfer, and salary) to the hands of the Department of
Justice instead of the Supreme Court. As a result, the government ensured that the judiciary was
compliant to the government and the Supreme Court did not want to take any political risks by
reviewing conformity of government legislation to the constitution. The executive power to
control salary, promotion, and transfer of judges, encouraged the judges to conform to the
interests of the regime. For judges who insisted on being independent and resisted the interests of
the regime, their career would be in jeopardy since the Department of Justice could transfer them
to remote areas of the country and force them to live in poor conditions, which contradicted their
prestigious status as a judge (Pompe, 2005).
From the society level, both political and civil society under the Suharto regime showed a
dynamic pattern. In terms of the political society, Golkar was the main actor in this era. As the
party of the government, Golkar was endowed with privileges, such as the monoloyalitas
doctrine, political support from the military, and special treatment in using government facilities
during campaigns and elections. On the other hand, the other political parties during Suharto era
were powerless; for example, the United Development Party (PPP), which was established in
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1973, became a fusion of four Islamic parties, and the Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI), which
was established in 1973, became a fusion of the nationalist parties: the Christian Party and the
Catholic Party. The first factor was related to the neutrality of the bureaucratic apparatus, in
which they were members of the Golkar. The second factor was related to the floating mass
doctrine, which did not allow PPP or PDI to establish party branches or to perform political
activities at the village and sub-district levels. On the other hand, Golkar was free to perform
political activities at the village and sub-district levels due to the membership of the civil
servants and its status as a functional group instead of as a political party. The third factor was
related to financial sources. As a party of the government, Golkar received a large sum of
financial contributions from the state and business elites. However, PPP and PDI had to rely on
voluntary contributions from their members. The government provided financial contributions
for each party, but the amount was too small for the parties to compete in the election.
The civil society showed a more dynamic pattern than the political society. Before the
1990s, the civil society found itself in a very difficult position due to constant repression from
the Suharto government. On the one hand, they were expected to pursue their empowerment
agenda, but they were also forced to adjust their activities to the state’s development policies and
preferences. As a result, those who were too afraid to face a possible ban or even suspension by
the authorities would adopt a more cooperative strategy by focusing on collaborative
development projects that involved government agencies. Those with the courage to challenge
the government would adopt a confrontational strategy (Hadiwinata, 2003). Freedom of the press
was severely limited by the Department of Information that oversaw the content of the mass
media and blatantly withdrew the publication permits of mass media that criticized government
policies or exposed corruption scandals by the elites. The case of Tempo, one of the respected
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weekly political magazines, is a notorious example (Steele, 2005). Despite the constant
repression of the regime, Islamic organizations such as Muhammadiyah and Nahdlatul Ulama
were able to play a role as brokers of the articulation and aggregation of Islamic socio-political
aspirations (Effendy, 2003). In the 1990s, the government started to loosen its grip over civil
society, and this era marked the proliferation of civil society, ranging from Islamic organizations,
labor movements, and the emergence of radical activists who allied themselves with small nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) (Hadiwinata, 2003).
The characteristics of the state institutions paved the way for patrimonial politics in
which political competition and elite circulation were limited within the palace. In this kind of
regime, the intra-elite politics were not primarily concerned with government policy but rather
the distribution of rents. In this regard, business interests did not play a significant role as a
political force in Indonesian politics. The government response to business interests was mainly
shaped by the patrimonial nature of the state where senior officials provided particularistic
concessions to their client entrepreneurs. In the long run, reliance of the regime on economic
legitimacy was faced with large-scale outbreaks of mass oppositions, which were linked with
intra-elite conflict (Crouch, 1979; Sidel, 1998).
Against this backdrop, the discovery of natural resources, amidst the desperate need of
the regime for capital, was critical for determining the pattern of natural resource use. Natural
resources were the most lucrative area to funnel rents toward Suharto supporters. In this regard,
timber – after oil and gas – was important as a source of funds. In the oil and gas sector, Suharto
named General Ibnu Sutowo as the director of Pertamina, the national state oil company, and in
the timber sector, Suharto named Muhammad (Bob) Hasan and Prajogo Pangestu. They were
Chinese Indonesian businessmen who had built close relationships with Suharto. They became
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financiers for Suharto by donating their fortunes and profits from timber business into yayasan
personally owned by Suharto and his family as a machine of personal wealth.

Forestry Policy and the Rise of Indonesian Timber Export
Indonesia’s forest land comprises of 60 percent of the country’s total land area, which is
the third largest tropical rainforest in the world; the total forestland area in 1950 was estimated as
152 million hectares, or 70 percent of the total land area at that time (Poffenberger, 1997, p. 454).
That number continued to decline to 109 million in 1990. However, the official data from the
Ministry of Forestry (2010) show a different figure, with total forestland area in 1991 at 143.97
million hectares, but the number declined to 120.35 million hectares in 1999. The data discrepancy,
according to the ministry, was due to inter-agency conflicts regarding the boundary setting
between the Ministry of Forestry and the local government. To produce valid data, the ministry
and the local government undertook a harmonization process of the data and found that the total
forestland in 1999 was 120.35 hectares (Ministry of Forestry, 2010, p. 9).
Timber was one of the main sources of foreign exchange in Indonesia during the Suharto
era. Regulatory reform introduced by the technocrats in 1967 through the adoption of the Basic
Forestry Law provided tax incentives and long-term operating licenses to attract foreign
investments in the forestry sector. Regulatory reform brought a flood of foreign investment into
Indonesia’s timber sector, and timber became the third most attractive sector for foreign
investment after manufacturing and mining, with a $376 million investment in logging and
wood-processing in 1978. It represented a substantial seven percent of the nation’s GDP and 20
percent of its non-oil exports (Poffenberger, 1997, p. 454). Most of the foreign investors were
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Malaysian and Philippine logging companies who had begun to run low on timber supplies in
their own states and Japanese and South Korean logging companies who sought to gain more
control over cheap materials and the quality of the timber supplies (Ross, 1999, p. 167-168).
The policy changes led to rapid increases of timber exports. In 1966, the timber exports
accounted for $4 million, or 0.59 percent of the total value of all exports. In 1967, timber exports
began to rise, and within ten years the volume of log exports increased 108% annually. The rise
of log exports also made Indonesia the world’s leading log exporter. In 1966, Indonesia had a 1.5
percent share, and by 1973, it held a 36 percent share of the total log exports in the international
market (Ross, 1999, p. 169).

Military Patronage and Timber Rents

In the first few years after the regulatory reform in timber production, a large share of the
profits were enjoyed by local governments and small operators. This was due to an existing
regulation, the Basic Forestry Law, in which the Forestry Department could only give
concessions larger than 10,000 hectares; provincial governors could give concessions for up to
10,000 hectares; district heads could give concessions for up to 5,000 hectares; and sub-district
heads could give concessions of up to 200 hectares. Most of the small operators employed a
traditional logging technique called banjir kap (cutting during the flood). According to Ross
(1999),
The banjir kap method was far less damaging to the forests than mechanized logging.
Mechanized logging required the building of roads through the forests, and the use of heavy
equipment; it typically led to widespread soil degradation and damage to uncut trees. Banjir
kap operators cut cut logs by hand and floated them out of the forest on swollen rivers
during the monsoon season, using no roads, trucks, or bulldozers. Between 1967 and 1970,
banjir kap loggers accounted for 62 percent of Indonesia’s timber production. (pp. 173174)
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To centralize the timber rents, in 1970 the Department of Forestry issued a new
regulation (Government Regulation No. 20/1970) that increased the minimum timber concession
from 200 hectares to 50,000 hectares and obligated all operators to employ mechanized
techniques. The impact of the new regulation was significant. First, it increased the authority of
the Department of Forestry in giving concessions in which all of timber concessions that were
50,000 hectares should be issued by the department since the department had the authority for
issuing timber concessions larger than 10,000 hectares. Second, the local governments, from the
provincial level to the sub-district level, became less powerful since they were unable to issue
timber concession. Third, it caused the demise of small logging operators since they had no
capital to employ mechanized logging techniques, as stipulated by the regulation.
The policy change in timber concessions was closely related to the role of Sudjarwo, the
Head of the Forestry Department (Ross, 1999). He was the only highest ranking official from the
Sukarno era who survived the political turmoil in 1965 and retained a high-level position under
the Suharto government. The reason for his survival was his family’s connection to Suharto’s
wife and his links to Suharto through Javanese mystical practices. The regulatory reform in 1970
centralized the discretion to grant concessions to his hand. His personal connection to Suharto
allowed him to allocate timber concessions to Suharto’s clients, such as the military’s yayasan
and the Chinese Indonesian entrepreneurs who had close connections with Suharto, such as
Mohammad “Bob” Hasan (The Kian Seng). Hasan was the adopted son of General Gatot
Subroto, Suharto’s superior when he was assigned to the Dipnegoro Division in Central Java in
the 1950s. Allocation to Suharto’s inner circle was conducted through a joint venture between
foreign investors with the military’s yayasan and Chinese Indonesian entrepreneurs (Ross, 1999;
Barr, 1998).
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By the end of 1970, the Department of Forestry had issued 81 logging concessions to
private investors, mostly in Kalimantan and Sumatra (Barr, 1999). Approximately 46 of these
companies, covering seven million hectares of forest, belonged to foreign investors who built
joint ventures with the military and Chinese Indonesian entrepreneurs. The allocation of
concessions was conducted by Sudjarwo according to discretionary and non-bidding procedures.
He also played an active role in finding local partners, mostly the military’s yayasan or Chinese
Indonesian, for foreign investors. These local partners usually acted as silent partners for foreign
companies because of their low capital contribution in the joint ventures. For instance, the
International Trimber Corporation of Indonesia (ITCI), a joint venture between Weyerhaeuser
and PT Tri Usaha Bakti (Truba), was the most lucrative joint venture in the timber sector, with
601,000 hectare of concession in Kalimantan in 1971. From the US$32 million of initial capital
in ITCI, Truba only contributed US$150,000, that is only 1.5% of the total capital (Barr, 1999, p.
6). However, Truba held 35 percent of the shares in ITCI and Weyerhaeueser held 65 percent of
the shares. The main contribution of Truba was essentially the concession itself, which
Weyerhaeueser would not have been able to obtain on its own.

Centralization of Timber Rents: From Military Elites to the Konglomerat

During the end of the 1970s and the early 1980s, the government changed the forestry policy
through prohibition of log exports. The reason put forward by the government was to promote the
development of an internationally competitive plywood industry in Indonesia. The ban was
announced on April 22, 1981, by the Directors General of Forestry, multifarious industries, and
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domestic and overseas trade mandating that the log exports must be phased out by January 1, 1985
(Barr, 1999, p. 9).
The impact of the log export ban was vast. Many small and medium logging companies
collapsed since they had no capital or technology to build sawmills and change the logs into
plywood. This situation was exacerbated by the decline of timber prices in the international
market caused by the global recession in 1980s. Over one hundred firms, or 20 per cent of the
industry, went bankrupt, and the survivors went heavily into debt. Most of the joint venture
companies, partnerships between military and foreign companies, were reluctant to invest in the
plywood industry and chose to sell their companies (Ross, 1999).
The military departure from the timber industries was replaced by the Chinese Indonesian
entrepreneurs who had close personal connections with Suharto. They had been actively
involved in the timber sector since the 1970s, but their role had been marginal. One of the
prominent figures in the sector was Bob Hasan. He and other Chinese Indonesian entrepreneurs
purchased the concessions from the foreign investor/military holder companies. They were able
to purchase the companies due to generous allocations of credit in the timber sector by stateowned banks, which accounted for approximately Rp 2 trillion (Barr, 1999, p. 10; Ross, 1999, p.
183).
By the late 1980s, ownership in the plywood industry was concentrated into the hands of
a small number of powerful timber groups. The 32 largest groups collectively held 30.4 million
hectares of concessions, or almost 16 percent of the total Indonesian land area (Ross, 1999, p.
183). The fifteen largest groups in 1990 owned 65 of the 132 plywood firms. Their production
capacity accounted for 54 percent of the national production capacity. From the 32 largest
groups, 27 were owned by Chinese Indonesian businessmen (Ross, 1999, p. 183).
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One of the Indonesian Chinese businessmen who invested large sums of money into the
plywood industry was Bob Hasan. His Kalimanis Group became the largest plywood producer in
the 1990s. Initial plywood production of the Kalimanis Group was 36,000 m3 per year in 1973
and increased to 105,000 m3 in 1980 (Broad, 1995, p. 324). Hasan, with Suharto’s second son –
Bambang Trihatmodjo, had one of the country’s largest single concessions, approximately
600,000 ha (Broad, 1995). By collaborating with Bambang, Hasan secured political support from
Suharto to expand his timber imperium by establishing APKINDO, the Indonesian plywood
Association, in which he had the monopoly of Indonesian plywood exporting for the
international market.

Donation to Suharto’s Yayasan and Golkar’s Mass Patronage

As already discussed in the previous section, the konglomerat retained the largest share in
the timber extraction. Export bans on log and compulsory regulation to industrialize the timber
sector provided lucrative fortunes for the konglomerat. However, their fortunes had to be
distributed through Suharto’s charitable foundation, or yayasan. Suharto and his family chaired
about 95 such foundations (van Dijk, 2001, p. 276). Among these, there were seven major
foundations: Supersemar (education), Dharmais (orphanages), Dakab (Golkar), and Amal bhakti
Muslim Pancasila (religion) (Aditjondro, 2002; Brown, 2006). The special feature of the
foundations was that they were not liable to tax and public financial audits. There had been
several attempts in the past to formulate laws regulating the foundations, but these attempts
failed to materialize.
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Many of these charities were operating out of government offices and were managed by
civil servants ranging from the State Secretariat to Indonesian Embassies in Moscow and
Paramaribo (Aditjondro, 2002) to families and relatives of Suharto (van Dijk, 2001). Dharmais
became the Indonesian vice president from 1988 to 1993. Establishment of the Dharmais
foundation was to divert contracts and charitable funds from the army and isolate the generals
from lucrative government contracts. This coincided with the period of the 1980s when Suharto
distanced himself from his military supporters and established his patrimonial regime within his
family and konglomerat (Brown, 2006, p. 87).
Hasan played an important role in managing and donating funds toward these
foundations. His Nusamba Group closely interconnected with these foundations since they
donated the money they received from lucrative government monopolies and invested the
foundation’s money into their business ventures, such as the Bank Umum Nasional, a private
bank owned by Hasan. The foundations’ stake in companies was managed through Hasan’s
Nusamba Group (van Dijk, 2001).
Many of these foundations received regular payments from state-owned enterprises and
wealthy konglomerat. It was estimated that two percent of the profits of all major corporations
were transferred to the foundations (Brown, 2006). In addition, some of foreign aid was also
channeled to the Dakab foundations. Reforestation funds acquired from timber concessions were
liable for compulsory donation to these foundations.
The Dakab foundation (Yayasan Dana Karya Abadi, Eternal Work Fund Foundation) is
worth mentioning here because of its importance as a financial source for Golkar. Dakab was
founded in 1985 to support the activities of Golkar. The establishment of Dakab is one of
Suharto’s initiatives, as he pointed out that a special foundation for Golkar was needed to prevent
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malpractices in illegal fundraising for Golkar. Suharto became the chair, and his sons, Bambang
Trihatmodjo and Hutomo Mandala Putra, became the secretary and treasurer of the foundation
(Hukum Online, 2000). The total figure of Dakab’s funds was US$ 107,298,000 in 1998 (Hadad,
1998). Siswono Yudho Husodo, the former Minister for Transmigration and former secretary of
Dakab in 1991-1997, admitted that most of Dakab’s money was used to support Golkar. In every
election year, Suharto contacted konglomerat directly to make special contributions. Aside from
the konglomerat donations, Dakab’s sources of money were compulsory contributions made by
civil servants, with a minimum of US$ 5 a year for the lower echelon and Golkar members.
Golkar members of parliament had to pay US$ 676 a year. Although the foundation was
established to support Golkar, Golkar itself had no authority to manage and/or disburse Dakab’s
money. Suharto had a say in disbursing Dakab’s money (Tomsa, 2008; van Dijk, 2001).
Suharto provided Golkar with full support both politically and financially to win
elections. The policy of monoloyalitas (compulsory requirement for civil servants to vote for
Golkar in elections) enabled Golkar to use civil servants at various government levels to
mobilize voters to vote for Golkar. Large sums of money contributed by the konglomerat and
Suharto’s Dakab foundation were instrumental in making the election campaigns a success.
Aside from Dakab’s and konglomerat’s donations, members of Golkar were also obliged to pay
dues, but up to 1978 no dues were collected (Suryadinata, 1989).
Before moving forward in explaining how Golkar performed mass patronage and built its
base during the election, it is important to mention the issue of why Suharto’s government
needed the election. First of all, elections were very important as a legitimizing factor for
Suharto’s regime. According to Antlov (2004), “elections in New Order Indonesia were
organized in order to provide a degree of international recognition while not constituting a threat
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to national stability. Through elections, the government could display to the public that it was in
control of the country.” (p. 2). During his first year in power, Suharto did not give priority to
holding elections. The first election under the Suharto regime was promised in 1968, but it was
postponed until 1971. There were two reasons for this. First, it was related to international
pressures in which Western anti-communist governments were the main sponsors of Suharto,
and it was important for the regime to show that Indonesia had institutions of democracy.
Second, the end of honeymoon period between Suharto and the popular movement and the
declining legitimacy of his regime in the early 1970s pushed him to hold elections as a way to
improve his popular legitimacy (Antlov, 2004).
As a new party in the 1971 election, Golkar did not have a strong political base in the
electorate compared to other parties that had participated in the 1955 election. In this context, it
is important to discuss the notion of aliran politics to explain the social base of political parties
in Indonesia. Aliran means current or stream, an Indonesian term introduced by anthropologist
Clifford Geertz. This notion refers to a political party that is surrounded by a set of voluntary
organizations formally or informally linked to it that share a similar ideology and direction or
standpoint (as cited in King, 2003). Aliran is more than a political party and certainly more than
a mere ideology; it is a comprehensive pattern of social integration. The religio-cultural pattern
of aliran can be divided into three clusters: abangan, priyayi, and santri. Abangan and priyayi
are those who take on the Hinduistic element in Javanese tradition because of its emphasis on
supposedly indigenous pre-Islamic traditions. Santri puts great emphasis on the doctrine of
Islamin which the socio-political behavior reflects Islamic doctrine. Abangan and priyayi were
clustered among the Indonesian Communist Party and Indonesian Nationalist Party. On the other
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hand, santri was clustered among Islamist parties such as the Masyumi Party and Nahdlatul
Ulama Party in 1955 election (Gaffar, 1992).
With a strong social base of political support among the established parties that
participated in 1971 election, Golkar had to find a strategy to win the election and to gain
popular legitimacy for Suharto’s regime. In this regard, Suharto turned to use the state as an
instrument to foster political clout for Golkar. The first strategy was to use administrative
structures at the national and local levels as the backbone of the system to support Golkar.
Second, Suharto took advantage of his position as the head of government to mobilize the civil
servants by implementing the doctrine of monoloyalitas. The doctrine not only increased the vote
for Golkar from civil servants but also allowed Golkar to use the administrative system to
monitor the political preferences of the electorate and to oversee the process of registration and
vote counting in the election. Third, the intertwined relationship between Golkar and the
administrative apparatus enabled Golkar to obtain recognition from successful government’s
development projects and also use the project as an instrument for mass patronage. These
strategies were successful in establishing a social base for Golkar. The party seized a large share
of the votes from the Islamic PPP that relied on santri and the nationalist PDI that relied on
abangan in the 1971, 1977, 1982, 1987, 1992 and 1997 elections (Baswedan, 2007; Gaffar,
1992; King, 2003; Mallarangeng, 1997).
With strong financial and political support from Suharto, Golkar dominated elections
from 1971 to 1997. Golkar’s electoral success during the Suharto regime was a function of
combining intimidation and persuasion. Repressive measures were used by the regime by
instructing the head of the village to put pressure on voters to go to the polls. There was some
fear of subsequent retaliation by local authorities for not voting in the form of dismissal from a
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job, difficulties in gaining access to public service, and physical coercion (Nishihara, 1972;
Irwan and Edriana, 1995). The persuasive approach was managed by organizing the “Golkar
Safari,” a campaign tactic of sending teams of young pop singers and entertainers recruited in the
Jakarta area, to constituencies in Java and the outer islands, providing funds to appease Muslims
who were the majority in the country, and mass patronage through government infrastructure
projects. This section focuses on the persuasive approaches carried out by the New Order
political elites.
The “Golkar Safari” was first deployed in the 1971 election, the first election under the
Suharto regime and the second election since independence. This campaign tactic was an effort
to create a bandwagon effect by organizing young pop singers and entertainers from Jakarta.
Golkar created 13 Safari groups who were sent out to 272 constituencies around the archipelago,
except for the Irian Jaya province. In East Java, for instance, there were two teams covering the
western and eastern parts of the province, performing in 14 towns during the three week
campaign period. The music performances were combined with political speeches delivered by
local or national Golkar notables or electoral candidates (Ward, 1974). The Safari tour was
organized and financed by the Golkar headquarter in Jakarta. The military also contributed by
transporting the Safari groups on a private airplane to move them to the Outer Island (Nishihara,
1972).
The second type of Golkar’s persuasive approach was vote buying. Both Golkar
candidates and officials disbursed money during the campaign or on election day to voters to
persuade them to vote for Golkar. In the 1997 elections, for example, people in each
neighborhood in the Majalaya district were asked to attend Golkar rallies during the campaign
period and were paid a few thousand rupiah. In other cases, Golkar’s supporters were given t-
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shirts, sports jackets, and caps instead of money. Golkar also promised to give US$ 25 for each
individual in each hamlet in the Majalengka district that could obtain the highest percentage of
Golkar vote in the 1997 election. The villagers in the Indramayu district also give a number of
television sets to the villages in the area as part of the Golkar campaign. The television sets were
given to villages with loyal supporters of Golkar (Antlov, 1995).
Subsequently, full support from Suharto enabled the party to use government
achievements and development projects as instruments to gain sympathy from the population.
Golkar identified itself as the party of the government. Therefore, every government project
ranging from paving roads, building schools, extending electricity networks was claimed as a
Golkar contribution. In other words, a higher percentage of Golkar votes in an election meant
that infrastructural projects were more likely to be delivered to the village.
Antlov’s (2004) observation of the 1987 election in the Leumahcai village in the West
Java province shows in detail how Golkar votes had an impact on infrastructure projects in the
village. During the campaign period, Wirahmat (the head of the village) and Sunarya (the local
chair of Golkar) promised that if Golkar won by 90 percent in Leumahcai, the road would be
paved. In the Sariendah village, the kecamatan (sub-district) officers told the villagers that if
Golkar won by 75 percent, electricity might be installed in all hamlets in the village. However, as
it turned out, the election results showed a poor performance of the Golkar in both villages.
Golkar only obtained 62 percent of the votes, while the other two parties gained 23 percent (PDI)
and 7 percent (PPP). This result led to the cancellation of infrastructure programs in both
villages: road pavement in Leumahcai and electrification of in Sariendah.
Mohsin (2014) found strong associations between the electrification program during the
Suharto regime and the Golkar votes. He argued that the motivation behind electrification during
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the New Order period was to convince villagers to vote for Golkar in the general elections
instead of improving villagers’ economic conditions, or what he termed as “patrimonial
technopolitics” (p. 67). Suharto and his cabinet also used the inauguration of the electrification
project “to create a sense of a swiftly modernizing and familial nation and to request that rural
residents support him in his endeavor to build that nation” (p. 67). Electricity was distributed to
the villages as a form of government largesse, for which the people should be grateful.
There are two indicators that provide evidence of electrification and increasing Golkar
votes in the election. First, the installment of electrification devices, such as the distribution of
diesel generators and extension of electricity from the PLN (state owned enterprises that
monopolize electricity distribution in the country) grid ,coincided with the election year. For
example, two villages in the Bantul district of Jogjakarta received a diesel generator from the
central government in Jakarta in 1977, or right before the election on May 2, 1977. A similar
pattern also occurred in the Irian Jaya province, in which the village chief was under pressure
from his supervisor to electrify his village before an upcoming general election (Mohsin, 2014).
In short, the timing of the distribution of the diesel generators coincided with the election year to
link electrification with Golkar.
Mohsin’s (2014) study also showed how the electrification program had an impact on
vote shift in the Aceh province. Aceh was strong supporter of the PPP, especially in the 1977 and
1982 elections. However, in the 1987 election, Golkar began to gain more votes from the PPP
base, with 804,121 against 659,505 for the PPP and 78,219 for the PDI. In the 1992 election,
Golkar secured more than one million votes in Aceh, far outpacing the PPP. The electrification
program in Aceh was started in 1984, or three years before Golkar won the election in the
province. In the period of 1984 to 1996, the number of electricity consumers jumped from
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50,000 to 300,000, or a six-fold increase in 12 years. Between the years of 1969-1984, the
number of electricity subscribers only jumped from 10,000 to 50,000, or a five-fold increase in
15 years. At the village level, only 664 of the 5,463 villages were electrified in 1985. In 1989,
1,951 villages of the 5,463 villages had been electrified (Mohsin, 2014).
In the West Java province similar patterns occurred in which Suharto made a gift of 20
diesel generators for the province. The provincial government was eager to install these
generators in several villages so they would be electrified before the 1977 election. The PLN’s
internal report admitted that the selection of sites for the diesel generators was based on strategic
and political considerations instead of technocratic factors (Mohsin, 2014). Golkar’s image as the
promoter of development allowed them to be labeled by voters, especially in rural areas, as a
party of development (Gaffar, 1992).
As the country with the largest Muslim population, Suharto also paid attention to the
concerns of Indonesian Muslims. Religious observance of Islam was supported by the New
Order government, but when it came to political aspects, Suharto took swift action to suppress
activists using the Islamic banner to collect political support. In this regard, Suharto supported
pro-Islam programs such as building mosques, donations for pesantren (Islamic boarding
schools), and establishing Bank Muamalat Indonesia/BMI (the first sharia bank in Indonesia)
(Effendy, 2003; Kholil, 2009).
To gain political support from the Muslim population, in 1982 Suharto established
Yayasan Amal Bakti Muslim Pancasila (YAMP), a semi state foundation initiated primarily to
develop the Muslim socio-religious infrastructure. This foundation operated under Suharto’s
direction. For nearly ten years after its inception, YAMP collected US$ 74,700,000 and in 1991
built 449 mosques around the archipelago (Effendy, 2003). The number of mosques increased to
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634 in 1994 and were spread throughout 262 districts and towns in the country. In total, all of
these mosques could accommodate 337,000 Muslims, who used the mosques for prayers and
socio-religious gatherings (Kholil, 2009). The sources of funds collected by YAMP came from
compulsory donations by Muslim civil servants and military officers, state owned enterprises,
and Suharto’s cronies, such as Bob Hasan.
In 1990, Suharto supported a program for sending out 1,000 Islamic preachers to the
remote areas in the Outer Island, called the Program Sejuta Da’i (Million Muslim Preachers
Program). Yayasan Dharmais and YAMP provided financial support for the program (Kholil,
2009). Yayasan Dharmais was the main shareholder of the Nusamba Group managed by Hasan
(Barr, 1999).
The Islamic religious elite, or ulama, were essential to gaining political support due to
their charismatic power and authority in Islamic teachings. They had thousands, or perhaps
millions, of loyal followers who were very significant during the elections, especially in
predominantly Muslim constituencies. In this regard, Suharto and Golkar relied on material
provisions for gaining support from the ulama. In the 1971 election, Golkar reactivated
Gabungan Usaha-Usaha Perbaikan Pendidikan Islam (GUPPI, Union Endeavors to Improve
Islamic Education) as an instrument to achieve endorsements and political support from Muslims
amidst political attacks from Islamic political parties (Cahyono 1992; Ward, 1974).
Consequently, Golkar donated a certain amount of money to GUPPI’s ulama for their pesantren
(Islamic boarding schools) as a reward for their political support. Similar strategies of material
rewards given to the ulama were carried out by Golkar in the 1992 election by disbursing money
to several pesantren, such as the Baddriduja in Probolinggo and the Denanyar in Jombang, both
in the East Java province (Porter, 2002).
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The most spectacular accommodation of Indonesian Muslims’ aspirations was the
establishment of the Bank Muamalat Indonesia (BMI) in 1991. According to Effendy (2003), the
idea of establishing the bank was driven by religious and economic motives “intended to serve as
an alternative financial institution for those who, because of their religious conviction, do not
want to conduct business or financial transactions with common commercial banks which offer
and charge interest because they consider interest as a form of riba (usury), which is prohibited
in Islam.” (p. 169). The economic motive was to help develop and mobilize the economic
resources of Indonesian Muslims. Suharto not only provided moral support for the bank but also
contributed the required capital to establish the bank by using his yayasan money and mobilizing
his crony businessmen. Suharto committed to providing US$ 3,257,000 without interest or term
limits required by his yayasan (YAMP, Yayasan Supersemar, and Yayasan Dharmais) as the
initial operating capital. The president also organized fundraising for the BMI at Bogor Palace,
which reached more than US$ 59,717,000 to be used as the initial operating capital (Aminudin,
1999). This amount was spectacular at that time, since the law only required US$ 5,428,000 for
initial operating capital and the large sum of funds was the largest initial capital for banks in
Indonesia at that time (Aminudin, 1999).
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CHAPTER 4
FOREST EXPLOITATION IN HUN SEN’S CAMBODIA

Political Institutions in Cambodia

The Cambodian state shares features similar to the state of Indonesia for coercive
capacity, extractive capacity, and citizen registration and for cultivating dependence. On the
other hand, the Cambodian state is quite effective in deploying its coercive apparatus to silence
opposition groups. However, the extractive capacity of the Cambodian state is limited. Foreign
aid has been the main source of revenue of the state since the post-colonial era. Under Sihanouk,
Cambodia relied on U.S. military aid programs to pay the armed forces, which accounted for 15
percent of the national budget (Chandler, 2008). During the Khmer Republic period, the U.S.
provided the main revenue for the country through economic assistance, and in a similar pattern
during the Khmer Rouge era, China provided military assistance for the Pol Pot (Chandler,
2008). In the post-Khmer Rouge era, the extractive capacity of the state was still limited and
foreign, e.g., from Vietnam in the 1980s (Gottesman, 2003) and from multilateral organizations
and donor countries. Many accounts of Cambodia have found that foreign aid contributes to half
of the national budget (Global Witness, 2007). However, different accounts by Ear (2013) show
that foreign aid contributed 94.3 percent of the total government revenue on average from 20002012. On the other hand, tax revenue only contributed 8.9 per cent of GDP, or 10.7 percent of
total government revenue in 2002-2010 (Ear, 2013).
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Consequently, the government was unable to provide an adequate budget for ministries
and agencies delivering public goods. For example in 1997, the Forestry Administration that
controlled 60 per cent of the land area in Cambodia was only provided US$ 489,746 for the
entire department, which only represented 17 percent of the requested budget that year
(Poffenberger, 2013). The weak extractive capacity and inability of the state to provide sufficient
funding for government agencies led to low salaries for the public servants and allowed a
patronage system of informal revenue collection through bribes and corruption (Un, 2006).
Meager salaries for the civil servants, due to an inadequate government budget, led the
government officials to sell the office positions to gain extra income. As in Indonesian public
offices, the practice of selling government offices was rampant in Cambodia. Those who wanted
to be promoted had to bribe their supervisor and gave regular kickbacks. The report by Global
Witness (2007) on job auctions within the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAFF)
represents embedded patronage in the government agency. The recruitment and promotion
process within the MAFF was determined by payments rather than competence. The price of
positions varied according to rank and location of the positions. For the upper level positions, the
payment went through Chan Sarun, the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry. In addition, for the
lower positions, the bribes were paid to Ty Sokhun, the Director General of the Forest
Administration. After purchasing positions, the officers had to pay regular payments to their
superiors, and the money was given to the upper echelons in the ministry in a pyramidal system.
The material contribution could be in the form of monthly payments or in regular gifts (Global
Witness, 2007). In short, this system resembled McLeod’s (2000, 2008) notion of the Suharto
Franchise that allowed rents creation at all levels of the government.
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Patronage became the character of the Cambodian state, as the regime consistently
expanded government positions from election to election. In the aftermath of the 1999 election,
Hun Sen created an entire Senate to house all of the former chairmen of the National Assembly
and new cabinet positions. After the 2003 elections, Hun Sen expanded the cabinet positions to 7
deputy prime ministers, 15 senior ministers, 28 ministers, 135 secretaries of state, and 146
undersecretaries of state (Ear, 2013). For the 2013-2018 cabinet, Hun Sen expanded the
governmental positions to 9 deputy prime ministers, 15 senior ministers, 13 ministers attached to
the Prime Minister, 27 ministers, and 179 undersecretaries (Ear, 2013; Global Times, 2013).
The Cambodian political system suffered from a lack of horizontal accountability, which
led to a delegative democracy. Apart from the institutional weakness of the executive branch, the
political system was also burdened with the institutional weakness of the legislative and judicial
branches. The Cambodian parliament served a rubber stamp role for Hun Sen’s government
since it only initiated a few laws and, in most instances, succumbed to executive control and
interference. The members of the parliament were unable to express independent opinions
because of expulsion threats from the political parties’ leaders (Peou, 2007; Un, 2011). Part of
the problems were in the members’ lack of legislative capacity, which led them to defer
legislation initiatives to the executive branch (Un, 2011).
Difficulties in developing strong judicial institutions to perform horizontal accountability
were caused by the prevalent corruption within the court system and political interventions from
the executive branch. Corruption in the judicial system included judges, prosecutors, and
institutions that oversaw the courts. Corruption in the judicial system occurred through extensive
bribery within the institutions to gain promotions or transfers to courts in more prosperous
provinces or municipalities (Un, 2006). Political intervention mostly originated from the high-
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ranking government officials writing letters or making phone calls to the judges or prosecutors to
give favors to the defendant who had personal ties with the ruling party. Judges and prosecutors
were fearful of being punished by the powerful executive officials (Un, 2006). The judicial
institutions seemed powerless in enforcing court orders. The government showed lukewarm
commitment to pursuing judicial reform. Anti-corruption laws, for instance, materialized sixteen
years after the government first announced to donors they would draft the bill in 1994 (Strangio,
2014). Hun Sen used the judicial system as a tool to target his political rivals (Strangio, 2014). In
short, under Hun Sen there was no rule of law, but instead there was rule by law in which the
ruling elite used the law to stay in power.
Weak horizontal accountability was accompanied by weak political society. In this
regard, the political society was dominated by the Cambodian People’s Party (CPP), the political
party of the government. The opposition parties played marginal roles, especially after the coup
against Norodom Ranariddh by Hun Sen and his CPP in 1997. Ranariddh led the Front uni
national pour un Cambodge Independent, neutre, pacifique, et cooperative (FUNCINPEC) party,
which was institutionally weak and easily penetrated by the intra-party faction that led to
fragmentation by the CPP. The Cambodia National Election Committee was quite capable of
managing elections but still could not improve its institutional capacity to maintain political
independence and neutrality. The International Republican Institute reported that in the 2003
election, the National Election Committee failed to deter the village chiefs and government
officials from intimidating voters into voting for the CPP (Peou, 2007). However, the recent
election in 2013 demonstrated that opposition, as represented by the CNRP (Cambodia National
Rescue Party), had relatively strong support from voters, especially from youth and urban-based
voters who enabled them to gain 44.46 percent of the popular votes and 55 of the total 123 seats
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in the parliament (Un, 2015). The CNRP was founded in 2012 as a merger between the Sam
Rainsy Party and the Human Rights Party. Sam Rainsy was a member of the FUNCINPEC who
split and established the Khmer National Party, which transformed into the Sam Rainsy Party.
Currently, the government is trying to curtail the strength of the opposition party by initiating a
law that banned dual citizens from party leadership (Naren, 2015). Sam Rainsy holds dual
citizenship from Cambodia and France.
The civil society was trapped in institutional weaknesses with limited influence on
government policy and restricted access to the media. NGOs were quite capable of building
capacity in less politically sensitive areas such as education and health; however, in terms of
political change, the NGO movement had limited effectiveness, as illustrated by the increasing
government repression over oppositional politics by arresting NGO activists and killing
newspaper editors and labor leaders (Hughes, 2009). Human rights NGOs still relied heavily on
foreign assistance to sustain their programs (Peou, 2007). The national middle class was coopted
by the system of patronage in which the national chamber of commerce, an organization that was
supposed to represent the interests of independent businesses, were being dominated by the
oknha. The oknha were directly linked to the CPP and powerful officials in the government who
gave them exclusive licenses and monopolies, and they provided donations to government
officials for political purposes (Un & So, 2009). The mass media, especially foreign journalists,
enjoyed limited freedom in broadcasting government scandals, but political assassinations still
occurred, targeting native journalists (Strangio, 2014). Access toward independent media was
also limited as all of the television networks were owned by the government or cronies of the
rulers, and the few independent radio stations had limited coverage in the urban areas (Un,
2005).
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Forestry Policy and Timber Rents Extraction in Cambodia

Cambodian forests have been critical in the history of Cambodia, both as a sanctuary for
those who opposed the central government and as source of economic material to establish
political power bases. In pre-modern Cambodia, forests areas were viewed as wild and
uncivilized, which discouraged people in lowland areas from encroaching into the forest. This
perception conserved the forests as a sanctuary for the groups who wanted to be autonomous
from the reach of the state. This perception then changed with the arrival of French colonialism
in 1860. The French authority attempted to introduce a new system dedicated to commercial
timber extraction (Bottomley, 2007). This was the starting point for the emergence of the state’s
interest in extending territorial control to exploit timber for economic gain. In the post-colonial
era, forests still played an important role in providing favorable ground for the Khmer Rouge
resistance during the civil war and for selling the timber in exchange for military supplies (Le
Billon, 2002).
The importance of timber for the Cambodian state can be seen from the contribution of
the sector for the state revenue. Timber extraction provided 43% of Cambodia export earnings in
1997, which was the highest rate of timber dependency in the world (Milne, Kimchoeun &
Sullivan, 2015). According to the FAO, as cited by the Global Forest Watch, the Cambodian
forestry sector contributed 390.3 million, or 3.2 percent, of the GDP in 2011.3 The main
economy sectors in the country are the garment and textile sectors, and in the last decade, these
sectors have bypassed the timber sector and become the primary source of export revenue, with
US$5 billion and employed 620,000 workers in 2014 (Chheang 2015).

3

http://www.globalforestwatch.org/country/KHM accessed in February 2 2016.
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The increasing role of garments and textiles in the Cambodian economy, along with
tourism, does not reduce the importance of timber for providing a financial base for the regime.
Timber provides lucrative financial sources for the ruling government through off-budget and
illegal mechanisms. For instance, Try Pheap, a prominent oknha who was the personal adviser to
the Prime Minister, was able to reap US$ 220 million for illegal logging in Southwest Cambodia
(Phnom Penh Post 2014; Milne 2015; Global Witness 2015). The Seng Keang Company, owned
by Seng Keang, former wife of Dy Couch and Hun Sen’s first cousin, obtained US$ 13 million
only from forest clearance on the Tumring rubber plantation in 2006 (Global Witness, 2007). In
short, timber still plays an important role in providing financial support for the regime in power.
Therefore, it is important to explore the formulation and implementation of forestry policies in
Cambodia to see how weak policy enforcement led to illegal exploitation of the Cambodian
forest.
Forestry policy in Cambodia can be divided into three phases: colonial, civil war, and
post-conflict eras. In the colonial era, the French administration was able to put the country
among the first to have conservation policies in the region. Cambodia had 173 forest reserves
and six wildlife areas before 1957 (Poffenberger, 2013). The wildlife reserves covered 2.2
million hectares with 10,800 hectares supplementary areas that became the first national park in
Southeast Asia (Poffenberger, 2013). The civil war that brought Cambodia into international
isolation in the 1970s-1980s had largely prevented the country from massive forest exploitation,
with large tracts of evergreen forest remaining intact. Forest clearing for agriculture during the
Khmer Rouge era only exported a few thousand square meters of timber. The People’s Republic
of Kampuchea, backed by Vietnam, also conducted forest clearing as a counterinsurgency
strategy to fight the Khmer Rouge, but they were not able to exploit the forest resources due to
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the limited staff of the Department of Forestry and Wildlife who survived after the fall of the
Khmer Rouge regime (Le Billon 2002). On the other hand, in the 1970s-1980s, neighboring
countries such as Thailand, Vietnam, and Indonesia were able to manage the high demand of
timber, especially from Japan and South Korea (Poffenberger, 2013; Ross 2001). In short,
indirectly, the war prevented massive exploitation of Cambodian forests, with the coverage area
in 1990 estimated to be 60 percent of the total land area (Le Billon, 2002) compared to 73
percent in 1965 (Cambodia Forestry Administration, 2010).
The collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of Cold War posed a dramatic change for
Cambodia. Vietnam, who provided financial resources for the country, was no longer able to
continue its support, which brought Cambodia into severe fiscal crisis (Gottesman, 2003). On the
other hand, neighboring countries such as Thailand began to start a logging ban as a response to
public protests over downstream flooding and environmental impact and cancelled over 300
timber concessions in 1989 (Poffenberger, 2013). In the international market, global demand for
timber was still high with the rapid economic growth in East Asian and Southeast Asian
countries before the 1997 financial crisis.
The new era of post-conflict Cambodia, marked by the Paris Peace Accord in October 23,
1991, increased pressure for exploitation of Cambodia’s forest. The scheduled election in 1993
encouraged political groups to turn forests into cash through logging and selling forest
concessions. To make things worse, Norodom Rannarridh, the first prime minister at that time,
chose to share power with the CPP to maintain political stability amid the CPP’s threat to use
coercion and military fights with the Khmer Rouge. Thus, in the absence of a strong fiscal base
and to extend the power base, both parties began to sell forest concessions arbitrarily and without
a transparent bidding process (Le Billon 2002). On the other hand, the government tried to
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comply with the international environmental standards in the forestry sector by setting up the
Ministry of Environment (MoE) through a royal decree in 1993 (Paley, 2015). The MoE
managed 23 protected areas encompassing a quarter of the country’s land surface. However,
political settings and global dynamics in the timber market, as will explained in more detail in
the next paragraph, prompted the government to downplay forest conservation through the MoE.
Conservation received a lower priority from the government since it generated lower revenue
than other ministries, and this relegated conservation to a subordinate position in the policy
agenda (Paley, 2015).
The failure of the government to create regulatory institutions and enforce laws provoked
rampant abuse of power and illegal activities, especially in the forestry sector. Both the
FUNCINPEC and CPP tried to secure political allegiance of the army by giving it a monopoly to
control licensing of timber exports in 1994. Not only were domestic actors involved, but logging
sectors were also crowded by international companies that obtained concession and export
licenses without a transparent mechanism or bidding process. Approximately 30-40 companies
gained concessions in the mid-1990s (Milne, Kimchoeun, & Sullivan, 2015). Forest exploitation
became the financial backbone for the ruling regime, as seen from the percentage of timber in the
total Cambodian exports in the mid-1990, when it accounted for 43 percent of the total
Cambodian exports (Le Billon, 2000). Government policy on the export moratorium of logging
from 1993 to 1998 is empirical evidence of the power interplay between domestic political
actors, as FUNCINPEC, CPP, Khmer Rouge, army, local businesses, and international actors led
to inconsistencies in enforcing the policy and an embedded shadow economy in Cambodia (Le
Billon, 2002).
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The 1997 coup and the defection of Khmer Rouge leaders in 1998 marked the beginning
of the post-conflict phase, which also known as the phase of centralization of forest exploitation.
The main factor was stricter conditionality of aid to the Cambodian government by international
donors that prompted the government to start regulatory reform in the forestry sector. On the
other side, the collapse of the Khmer Rouge in 1998 and rising international concern over the
hostile power takeover in 1997 by CPP forced Hun Sen’s government to accommodate
international demand for forestry policy reform to improve the regime’s legitimacy. In response
to international pressure regarding the rapid deforestation, in 1998 the government issued a
Declaration on Forest Management and abolished nine concessions. In the following years, the
government, with support from the military, destroyed 784 illegal sawmills (Poffenberger, 2013).
More serious attempts to improve the regulatory policies in the forestry sector began with
a sequence of policy reforms started by the formulation of the Forestry Law and the
establishment of the Forest Crimes Monitoring Unit to enforce the law in 2001. In 2002, the
government imposed a total moratorium on logging and established Forest Management Plans
and Social Environmental Impact Assessments with specific action plans that focused on the
decentralization, effectiveness, and accountability of forest management (Milne, Pak, &
Sullivan, 2015; Paley, 2015; Un & Hughes 2011). The Department of Forestry Administration
was established with a mandate to promote new management in the forest sector through the
framework of deconcentration focused on merit-based staff recruitment, decentralized decisionmaking, and accountability (Hughes & Un, 2011). In the forestry concession system, the MAFF
introduced a new concession system that gave companies control over smaller parcels of forests
that could be logged only for 12 months (Global Witness, 2007). The government’s sub-decrees
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in 2000 and 2002 required forest concessionaires to conduct social impact assessments before
starting their businesses (Cambodia OHCHR, 2004)
At the same time as the regulatory reform in the forestry sector, in 2001 the Cambodian
government enhanced the process of state territorialization by introducing Economic Land
Concession (ELC) as an instrument to stimulate private enterprise, contribute to state revenue,
and reduce poverty in rural areas. The ELC was defined as a mechanism to convert the state’s
private land for agricultural and industrial-agricultural exploitation. The legal basis for the ELC
was the 2001 Land Law that granted land concessions for economic purposes for 99 years, with
size limits of 10,000 hectares. Concessions granted prior to the 2001 Land Law were to be
reduced to comply with this new limit. The ELC could only be granted on state private land and
the land concession must be exploited within 12 months of the law’s enactment. The sub-decree
of the ELC was signed by the Prime Minister on December 7, 2005; it determined the criteria,
procedures, mechanisms, and institutional arrangements for granting ELC. The sub-decree
determined the establishment of a technical secretariat, a body consisting of representatives from
eight ministries and government institutions4 and granted the authority to manage the registration
process and contractual compliance of the ELC (Cambodia OHCHR, 2007).
On paper, regulatory reform in the forestry and land management was perceived as a
positive response from the government for improving governance in the sectors. In practice,
however, this has not been the case. The implementation of the logging moratorium, as mandated
by Forestry Law, did not materialize as domestic and international loggers used the weak
government institutions and minimal commitment of the governments to enforce the law to

4

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Ministry of Economy and Finance, Council for the Development of
Cambodia, Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Environment, Ministry of Commerce and Council of Jurists.
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exploit the logging. The sub-decree of the ELC became a pretext for the government to sell the
land to the oknha and international companies. The ELC become a cover for the oknha for illegal
logging, drawing on their argument that land clearance was necessary for opening the land for
large-scale plantations (Cambodia OHCHR 2007; Global Witness 2007, 2013, 2015; Milne
2015). In short, as already noted by Le Billon (2002) and Cock (2010), the power interplay
between domestic and international actors has been crucial. The next section gives further details
on the mismanagement of the Forestry and Land Law and how Hun Sen’s regime was able to
centralize forest exploitation by manipulating the regulations and weakening the institutions.

Centralization of Forest and Land Concession in the Hands of the Oknha

Centralization of forest concessions can be traced back to the formation of the Royal
Cambodian Government in 1993. International recognition of the legitimate government of the
FUNCINPEC and CPP attracted logging industries to invest directly in the country. The
fragmented coalition, weak institutions, and low commitment from both parties to consolidate
the state to the detriment of their patronage networks resulted in numerous business deals that
were signed without a transparent bidding mechanism. Consequently, those who won the deals
were joint ventures consisting of foreign investors and their local businesses or cronies of the
ruling parties. Involvement of the cronies was important for the co-prime ministers to consolidate
their power base and finance security forces. Support from Ranariddh and Hun Sen toward their
cronies included granting concessions and tax exemptions as well as condoning illegal logging
(Le Billon, 2002). The practice of illegal logging was maintained by keeping timber deals in
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secret without any legal regulations specific to the mechanism to gain concessions or a
monitoring system of the land concessions (Cambodia OHCHR, 2007).
Prior to the 1997 coup, the military had effective control of forest concessions, but the
post-1997 coup marked a shift from military control to the oknha. The government gave the
authority to grant forest concession to the military who had effective command inside of the
densely forest area, especially in the areas in which Khmer Rouge had effective control. In the
post-coup period, intensive pressure from donors and the international community caused the
government to implement reform on a concession mechanism, and it revoked the military’s grip
on granting concessions. The regulatory reform promoted the MAFF, especially the Department
of Forestry Administration (FA) within the MAFF, to take control of forestry concessions. The
increasing role of the FA, however, did not improve the situation since it created the basis for a
patronage system that benefited the CPP by distributing concessions to cronies or those who had
close personal relations with the ruling party.
Before going into the detail of the centralization of forest concessions, it is important to
discuss the origins and development of the oknha. Oknha is a title given to Cambodian business
people who gave financial donations to the government in the amount of more than US$ 100,000
for national development projects. Historically, the title was a royal title awarded by the Khmer
kings to prominent individuals, such as religious leaders, ministers, and governors, who
contributed extraordinary service to the kingdom (Verver & Dahles 2015). The revitalization of
the title began in 1994 when the co-prime ministers, Norodom Ranarriddh and Hun Sen, decided
to award the title as an incentive for boosting basic infrastructure development such as schools,
pagodas, and roads. Once the project was finished, the government followed up with the
application to be signed by the king. The first business person awarded the title was Mong
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Reththy, Hun Sen’s close friend before he joined the Khmer Rouge, who owned a business
imperium in agriculture, construction, and real-estate. He was also known for drug smuggling
through his port in Sihanoukville and awarded ELC in the Stung Treng province with 100,852
hectares (Global Witness 2007). The other prominent oknha is Lao Meng Khin who is the owner
of Pheapimex, the largest holders of ELC in Cambodia, with 300,000 hectare, exceeding the
legal maximum concession of 10,000 hectares (Global Witness, 2007; Verver & Dahles 2015).
Both Reththy and Khin are senators who represent the CPP, and this reflects the intertwined
relationships between the title and the political party that became the basis of the patronage
system or elite pacts in Cambodia (Milne 2015; Strangio 2014; Un & So 2009; Verver & Dahles
2015). The interlocking relationships between the oknha and the CPP make it important for
foreign companies to establish joint-ventures with the oknha to tap the economic and political
resources in the country. The oknha became a symbol of access to power, as the oknha also hold
political positions in the government, and having partnerships with the oknha can protect the
business from encroachment.
As already discussed in the previous section, the regulatory reforms failed to improve the
environmental degradation and to address the problems of governance in the sector. The reform
was also not effective in improving government revenue from granting concessions to the private
sector. The ELC, for example, was used as a cover for logging companies owned by the oknha to
clear the land by felling trees within and outside the concession (Global Witness, 2007, 2013,
2015). The government was unable to reap benefits from taxation with less than one quarter of
the total land used for its intended purposes (Milne, Kimchoeun, & Sullivan, 2015). On the other
hand, the reforms were not effective in slowing deforestation rates, as Cambodia ranked as the
fifth country with the fastest deforestation rate worldwide for the period 2000-2012, during
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which the country lost 12,600 square km of forest and gained only 1,100 square km of new
forest. This means that the total loss was 7.1 percent of the country’s forests in 12 years (Peter,
2013).
The shift of control of logging concessions from the military to the oknha was
exemplified through a series of reports from Global Witness, a British based non-profit
organization that was an independent forest monitor in Cambodia from 1999 to 2003. In 2007,
the report revealed the relationships between business people close to the prime minister and
their involvement in illegal logging that contradicted government policy on the logging
moratorium. The report exposed the active involvement of the Seng Keang Company and Seng
Kok Heang (Seng Keang’s brother) and Bun Rany, the wife of the prime minister, who provided
a financial loan to the company. Although the couple divorced in 2005, they still work together
to expand the reach of the company in the sector. As a sub-contractor for clearing land in the
concession area granted by the government to local or foreign companies, the Seng Keang
Company monopolized land clearance project in many concession areas and in state-led projects.
The company managed to get the contract from the government-led rubber plantation in Tumring
Province in 2000 to fell the trees before converting the land into a rubber plantation. In this
process, the company was able to reap profits from selling the timber from the plantation area
and also from felling trees in the Prey Long forest, which is a protected area adjacent to the
Tumring plantation area. The company was also suspected of tax evasion due to stamping the
logs as firewood, which was taxed as US$ 1 per cubic meter instead of US$ 54 per cubic metre
for high quality rosewood, which was the actual wood. Global Witness (2007) estimated that the
company obtained US$ 13 million a year from the logging operation in the area. In 2008-2013,
the company awarded a contract to clear the forest and sell timber in ELC owned by Dong Nai
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and Dong Phu, a subsidiary of the Vietnam Rubber Group (Global Witness, 2013). In managing
their logging operation, the company used a fleet of trucks owned by Brigade 70, the elite
military unit within Hun Sen’s Bodyguard forces, in which Seng Kok Heang was an officer, to
transport and smuggle the logs (Global Witness, 2007).
Other important actors in the timber business are oknha Lao Meng Khin and his wife,
Choeung Sopheap, also known as Yeay Phu, who is the owner of Pheapimex. Oknha Lao Meng
Khin has been a CPP senator since 2005, and his wife is a close associate of Bun Rany. In
January 2007, the government awarded Yeay Phu a Moha Sereiwath medal to honor her
financial donations to the government’s development program. The company is the largest
concessionaire of ELC in Cambodia, with 335,142 hectares, or 7.4 per cent of total land area in
Cambodia (LICADHO, 2015; MacInnes 2015). It was given 315,028 hectares in a 70-year lease
in Pursat and Kompong Chhang in 2000 (MacInnes 2015). The land concession was given in
2000 before the government issued a policy in 2005 to limit ELC ownership to 10,000 hectares
for each company. This policy, however, did not change Pheapimex’s ELC, since it still retained
more than 300,000 hectares of land, or 30 times that suggested by the regulation (Global Witness
2007; Strangio, 2014; Un & So 2009). Pheapimex’s concession in the Kompong Thom Province
became a center for the illicit practice of sawmill operation and log transportation run by the
military’s Brigade 70 (Global Witness, 2004). Pheapimex established a joint venture with
Wuzhishan to run a rubber plantation in the Pursat Province. Like in Kompong Chhang, the joint
venture ran illicit logging operations in its ELC in Pursat and made use of Brigade 70 services to
transport the logs (Global Witness 2007; Strangio 2014).
Compared to the Seng Keang and Pheapimex, oknha Try Pheap can be regarded as the
biggest benefactor in the logging sector. Global Witness (2015) reported that, unlike Lao Meng
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Khin and his Pheapimex, Try Pheap might not have a huge land concession, but he was able to
secure contracts for land clearing activities in areas under government infrastructure projects and
also to get the government’s permission to launder illegal logs by selling logs that had been
confiscated by the government. He had 34,043 hectares of ELC in Cambodia, of which 18,855
hectares had been cancelled by the government in 2012. This is small compared to Lao Meng
Khin’s ELC, which had 335,142 hectares. This strong connection with top level politicians in the
country enabled him to secure favorable terms and privileges for collecting and selling timber
from the FA. There is much evidence on how Try Pheap was awarded a monopoly in the logging
business – from felling trees to exporting logs – by evading taxing and customs. He also secured
confiscated timber through an auction by the MAFF in 2014 and laundered the timber into the
formal market by exporting the timber to China via Hong Kong, which benefited him US$ 5.5
million. Perhaps his biggest profit from the timber business was when he was awarded three
ELCs in the Phnom Samkos Wildlife Sanctuary in the Pursat Province (Milne, 2015) and also
secured contracts for forest clearance for the Atay Hydropower Dam Project in 2009 (Milne,
2015). From the ELC and forest clearance contracts he made US$ 220 million. Global Witness
(2015) also reported that Try Pheap was authorized by the MoE to transport timber worth US$
486,971 from an unspecified ELC in the Boeng Per Wildlife Sanctuary. The Boeng Per itself is
one of the worst in terms of the negative impact of deforestation. For 2013 alone, the wildlife
sanctuary lost 12.4 percent of its forest cover, or about 209 square km. Since 2000, the forest has
lost 721 square km, or 33 per cent (Peter & Pheap, 2015).
Apart from the three Cambodian tycoons already explained above, there were reports that
other individuals close to the prime minister or individuals who hold ministerial positions also
have stakes in the logging companies. Timber Green, a company owned by the prime minister’s
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daughter, monopolized concessions in the Koh Kong Province (Milne, 2015). Mong Reththy,
Hun Sen’s old friend and a CPP senator, was alleged to be involved in illegal logging in Bokor
National Park. The Oknha Mong port in Sihanoukville belonged to him and was also used for
smuggling timber transported by the Brigade 70 to the international market. Mong Reththy
managed to gain 100,852 hectares of ELC in Stung Treng Province, a concession located in
Macro Panin’s cancelled logging concession. The reason for the cancellation was due to
violation of sub-decree of Forest Concession Management (Channyda & Maloy, 2007). Similar
to Pheapimex’s ELC, the area managed by Reththy was ten times larger than allowed by the
government regulations, but the MAFF argued that the ELC was granted before the Land Law
was enforced, so the land limit did not apply in this case. Sao Sokha, the commander of the
National Military Police, was directly involved in illegal cutting, transportation, protection and
extortion of timber from the Aural Wildlife Sanctuary and Prey Luong forest. He served as Hun
Sen’s bodyguard and recently admitted that he commanded his troops in January 2014 to start a
bloody suppression of a street protest led by the opposition party (Dara, 2015).
To summarize, regulatory reform in the forestry sector in 2002 resulted in significant
changes in terms of actors who have control of concessions both through forest concessions and
ELCs. Both the MoE and the FA have authority in distributing concessions. This change limits
the role of the military, which played an important role in distributing concessions. Yet the
military is still active in the business by providing protection and transporting logs. Most of the
illegal logs collected from protected areas have been transported by Brigade 70, which confirms
that the military still has shares in timber business. On the other hand, the role of the oknha in the
timber business has been elevated with all of the concessions granted to them. The oknha have
also benefited from timber laundering and land clearance contracts awarded by the government.
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Finally, the CPP became the champion of regulatory reform because all of the rents went to the
party’s coffers. The next section elaborates on how the party organized and collected timber
rents from the oknha and MAFF and MoE bureaucrats for mass patronage.
Timber Rents and the CPP’s Mass Patronage

Before discussing on how timber rents were channeled to the CPP and how the party
disbursed the rents for mass patronage, it is important to explain why authoritarian rulers in
Cambodia needed to hold elections. There are two reasons for this. First, it was international
pressure related to the peace agreements to end the conflict in Cambodia. As part of Paris
Agreements, the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) mandated the
organization of elections as a democratic process to build a legitimate government (Un, 2011).
Consequently, to gain internal and external legitimacy, winning the election was very important,
especially for the CPP which was isolated from international community and domestically
tainted as Vietnam’s puppet. Therefore, in October 1992, the party decided to dismantle its
previous revolutionary communist character and turned to embrace free market economy,
separation of powers, liberal democracy, human rights, and pluralism. It changed its name from
the Kampuchean People’s Revolutionary Party into the CPP (Gottesman, 2002). Second,
maintaining democracy by holding regular elections was important for keeping the economy
growing since the country still depended on foreign aid especially from Western countries.
Failure to maintain democractic credential would risk losing the state’s main revenue and would
hurt the legitimacy of the regime.
Rents from the timber business were one of the essential elements for the CPP’s revenue
base. Since the 1997 coup, the party had started to move slowly from relying on repressive
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strategies into persuasive strategies for gaining votes. The strategy consisted of two ways. First,
the CPP took advantage of its control over the state apparatus to intimidate voters in rural areas
to vote for the party (Ledgerwood, 1996). Second, the party used financial resources for
patronage politics (Un 2005). Therefore, a stable flow of financial resources was important for
the party to sustain patronage politics and to ensure that the party held effective control over the
state’s apparatus to ensure the party’s victory in the rural areas. This section elaborates on how
the party organized timber rent and used the rent for electoral purpose.
Generally, the party received timber rent as one of the many channels of financial
contributions to the party from two sources. First, the party collected rent from the oknha who
were also active members of the party. Second, the party collected rent from the party’s members
who held government positions. These two sources become the key elements of the CPP’s
success in dominating Cambodian politics in the post-coup era.
The oknhas were the main financial source for the party. Almost all of the prominent
tycoons in Cambodia were oknha and also were active members of the CPP. Oknha itself is an
expression of the reciprocal relationship between Cambodian tycoons and the CPP since the title
became a symbol of formalizing the relationship between a business person and the state (Verver
& Dahles 2015). Acquiring the title of oknha helped a business person secure government
contracts and protected them from encroachment from other elements within the government. On
the other side, the oknha served as the main financial contributors for the ruling government. The
oknha became the backbone for the party to attract financial resources. Mong Reththy managed
100,852 hectares of ELC and built hundreds of schools and pagodas on request in the name of
Hun Sen. Between 1990 and 2001, he sent almost US$ 3.8 million to Hun Sen directly (Verver &
Dahles). Try Pheap was well known for his contribution for building the CPP office in the Preah
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Vihear Province in 2011, which cost him US$ 30,000. He also made a US$ 100,000 donation to
the Cambodian Red Cross, a social organization chaired by Bun Rany (Global Witness, 2015).
According to Verver and Dahles (2015), there were at least 208 business persons who were
awarded the title of oknha in 2008. This meant that the CPP had a strong and stable financial
base to perform mass patronage and to perpetuate the party’s domination in Cambodian politics.
The second financial base of the CPP was from party members who held public offices.
The financial contribution from the public officials involved individuals from all levels in the
government hierarchy. Even a civil servant with low salary would contribute US$ 20, US$ 30, or
US$ 50 a month to the party. Officials who had positions in a lucrative ministry or governmental
unit would be asked by the party to make a contribution to a province with less access to
financial resources. In this regard, public offices that had authority to issue permits contributed
more, since license issuance was a lucrative business in the country. The contribution could be
for a large infrastructure project such as a school building (Craig & Kimchoeun, 2011; Milne,
Kimchoeun & Sullivan, 2015). For example, public officials within the MoE, from the top
officials to a ranger, were obliged to contribute to the party by deducting from their salaries and
exacting a commission on the sale of ranger positions (Paley, 2015).
In administering the money, the CPP created the Party Working Group, which became
responsible in managing the financial flow. The Working Group was created in 1998 to prepare
for the 1998 election. The Working Group was responsible for collecting and managing the
money raised by the members of the central and provincial Working Groups. The organizational
structure of the Working Group resembled the organizational structure of the government at the
provincial, district, and commune levels. The district is the most important level for the Working
Group organization because at this level the party extends the network into the sub-village
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(krom) level that was comprised of several households. The district Working Group was
composed of about 100 people. About 25-50 percent of them were from Phnom Penh, and the
rest were from the provincial district levels. Those from the capital were usually government
officials, military/police, businessmen, and rarely parliamentarians. Very high ranking officials
(minister and above) led the provincial Working Group; a second tier (secretaries of state,
department directors) led the district Working Group; district governors led the commune
Working Group, and commune chiefs headed the village Working Group. Money was raised by
the members of the central and provincial Working Groups, while district and commune
Working Groups identified, proposed and executed projects (Craig & Kimchoeun, 2011).
Stable financial flow and thorough organizational arrangements that linked the party with
government officials and the oknha allowed the CPP to perform the politics of mass patronage.
The politics of mass patronage can be divided into three types. The first type was for developing
the so-called “Hun Sen School.” In 2003, or six years after the coup, the government built 2,232
schools, which cost US$ 44,640,000. This amount was more than half of the government’s
spending on education in 2003 (Un, 2005). By 2010, the Hun Sen School expanded into 3,458
schools with 17,931 classrooms on communes across the country (Strangio, 2014). At the subnational level, school buildings become dominant projects for the CPP’s Working Group’s
spending. Craig and Kimchoeun (2011) found that in District I the party spent US$ 450,000 for
school projects, or 45 percent of the total spending for the period of 2003-2007. In District II, the
school project cost US$ 75,000, or the biggest spending in the district for the same period as
District I.
The second type of mass patronage was building infrastructure projects for religious
purposes. Pagoda building was important for improving the CPP image. Hun Sen claimed that
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the CPP had built 4,676 pagoda across the country since the party took power in 1997 (Strangio,
2014). At the sub-national level, infrastructure projects for religion were quite high, although not
as high as school building. The number of pagoda projects also varied across district. In District
I, the Working Group’s spending for building pagodas was US$ 173,000, or 16 per cent of the
total spending for the period of 2003-2007. In District II, the Working Group’s spending for
pagodas was higher, at US$ 400,000 in total. In District III, one of the communes within the
district had two luxurious pagodas. However, there was no record of the amount of money for
the pagoda project (Craig & Kimchoeun, 2011).
The third type was by distributing gifts from CPP members to individual voters or
communities to win elections. The gift-giving practice first took place in the 1998 election, also
known as the CPP membership drive, when the party actively provided personal gifts to every
voter in the country who had not been identified as a member of the opposing party. Individual
voters in the villages were gathered into groups of ten and received gifts from the party leaders.
In return, the individual voter had to surrender his thumbprint and receive voter education by the
party leader in which the leader showed him how to cast a ballot for the CPP (Hughes 2006).
Gifts provided by the party were an effective source for winning votes since the risk of exclusion
was high if the voter refused to accept a gift (Hughes 2006a; Un 2005).
Another factor that explains that mass patronage can work is related to perverse
accountability, or the ability of CPP to monitor the votes of Cambodian voters. The ability of the
CPP party apparatus to monitor the behavior of the voters lies in the effective control of the CPP
over state bureaucracy that penetrates to the village level. In the 1993 election for example, the
CPP effectively controlled the bureaucracy at the lower level of administration, thus it allowed
them to monitor individuals that supported parties other than CPP. Through the government’s
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administrative structure, the CPP had the ability to collect voter registration cards issued by
UNTAC to limit mobilization of the opposition parties (Ledgerwood, 1996). As suggested by
Stokes, the CPP had stronger control in the countryside where it was easier to monitor
individuals since social relations were multifaceted and people knew each other and the CPP had
effective control at the commune level. In the 2012 election, the CPP won in 97% of the
commune. The CPP controlled commune councils and was also active in meeting the needs of
the people through building infrastructures such as roads, irrigation canals, and schools (Un,
2013).
Certainly, material inducement through mass patronage was not the only factor that could
explain the domination of the CPP in Cambodian politics for almost two decades. There were
several factors that accounted for CPP’s control over the country, such as command of the state’s
coercive apparatus and media coverage of the activities of the government officials. As already
explained by Hughes (2006) and Un (2005), intimidation and violence were still common
practices to force individuals to vote for the CPP. Media exposure of the prime minister’s
activities in launching government projects established an image that the project was a personal
gift of the prime minister for the Cambodian people, while in fact it was funded by the
government and it was the task of the government in providing public goods.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

The comparison case studies between Indonesia and Cambodia have shown that the
discovery of natural resources in a state with weak political institutions is beneficial for the
authoritarian rulers to stay in power. The main reason lies in the combination of weak institutions
and the availability of rents from natural resources extraction. In the limited ability of the state in
extracting revenues, natural resources provide financial sources that can be used by the authoritarian
rulers to construct patronage systems to cement elite pacts and to win popular legitimacy.
Authoritarian rulers used their authority as the head of the executive branch to issue exclusive
concessions for the business elites to tap the natural resources. As a return, the business elites
provided donation and monetary contributions to the government’s political party to distribute mass
patronage and win popular votes in the election. The case studies give a clear picture to understand
how natural resource rents were useful for the authoritarian rulers to stay in power.
The case of Indonesia showed how natural resource rents from forest exploitation
allowed Suharto to construct a patronage system to perpetuate his power. His first step was
centralizing the rents by distributing exclusive timber concessions to the konglomerat and retired
army officials. In return, the business elites paid donations and regular kickbacks to his yayasan,
which he used for mass patronage such as donating money to Golkar to buy votes during
elections, building mosques and sending young ulama to the remote areas, and electrification of
the countryside. He also use his power over the military and bureaucratic
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apparatus to monitor the political behavior of the citizens to ensure that the Golkar won the
majority of the votes, thus allowing him to extend his tenure as the head of government.
Similar patterns of patronage politics and how the authoritarian rulers used the natural
resource rents for political purpose are also shown in Cambodia. As in the case of Indonesia,
Hun Sen used the weak institutions and huge untapped rents from the timber sector to build his
patronage system. As the leader of the state, he distributed exclusive rights for timber extraction
to the oknha. Exclusive concessions took form in land clearing contracts to clear forests for
government construction projects, ELC, and security protection for illegal logging. In return, the
oknha had to pay regular donations to the regime through the CPP. Consequently, the CPP had
the ability to use the money for mass patronage, ranging from distributing gifts to voters during
elections to claiming credit for government infrastructure projects such as schools, pagodas,
roads, and irrigation systems. Hun Sen’s firm control over the military and civil service and the
domination of CPP cadres in the rural areas allowed him to monitor the political preferences of
the voters and to ensure that the voters cast votes for the CPP as compensation for the material
inducements they received.
From the two cases, it is clear that rents from natural resources are important for the
authoritarian elites to stay in power. The next question is if the patronage system was strong and
effective enough to keep the authoritarian rulers in power, why did Suharto step down in 1998
and Hun Sen’s CPP show poor results in the 2013 election? In the case of Indonesia, there were
several answers for this. The answer is related to the breakdown of Suharto’s coalition or the
collapse of his patronage system. In this regard, there were many factors. Suharto’s economic
adjustment policy hurt the owners of fix assets and benefited the owners of mobile assets;
therefore, the policy divided his supporters into two camps and brought the regime to an end
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(Pepinsky, 2009). Another explanation is related to the nature of contentious politics in which the
absence of threat from the radical left after 1965 eliminated the incentives of Suharto to create
protection pacts and led to political decay of his coalition (Slater, 2010). Winters (2011) argued
that the centralization of material wealth over time from the military officers into Suharto’s
family violated the patronage system and led the system into collapse. In a similar argument,
McLeod (2000) contends that the dependency of the system on Suharto as a single individual and
the uncertainty about the successors that would lead the system in future lowered the trust of the
coalition to support the system. In short, the breakdown of Suharto’s regime was closely related
to his inability to maintain the patronage system in line with the rule of the game created by
himself.
In the case of Cambodia, the answer is related to the demographic change of Cambodia’s
population and to the increasing access to alternative information with the expansion of internet
access and proliferation of social media. McCargo (2014) argues that rapid development in the
garment sectors attracted rural Cambodians to work in the urban areas and exposed them to nontraditional issues that made them feel closer to the opposition party instead of the CPP. On the
other hand, Un (2015) suggests that demographic shifts partly explain the change of political
preferences among Cambodians. Over 50 percent of Cambodian voters in 2013 election were
under the age of 25. Their political demands were clearly different from the previous
generation’s in that they wanted more freedom and had serious concerns about the corrupt
government. Furthermore, expanded access to the internet allows the Cambodian youth to get
more alternative media and exposed them to non-traditional issues such as economic inequality,
land grabbing, nepotism and cronyism. Un (2015) also argued that the shifting preferences of
Cambodians related to the improved infrastructure that allowed NGO activists to access rural
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areas that had been dominated by CPP. In contrast to Indonesia, the current explanation for the
political shift in the 2013 election was more related to demographic changes instead of the
collapse of the patronage system. However, if we use Piattoni’s (2001) and Stokes et al.’s (2013)
perspectives, the electoral shift in 2013 can be explained as the result of the increasing cost for
clientelist politics due to industrialization and economic growth. This line of argument is
supported by the fact that Cambodia experienced rapid economic growth of almost ten percent in
2006-2011 and has been predicted to grow to average 7.4 percent a year from 2014 to 2018.
Reduction of the poverty rate was also significant, from 53 percent in 2004 to 20 percent in 2015
(Chheang, 2015). Infrastructure development allows Cambodian citizens to access more
information not only through government controlled printed and electronic media, but also
through social media and the internet over which the government has no effective control.
However, there are no data on how industrialization and economic growth reduce incentives for
politicians to rely on political brokers to gain votes from the electorate.
Thus, the case of Cambodia can be a good candidate for future research to test Piattoni’s
(2001) and Stokes et al.’s (2013) arguments on how industrialization and economic growth lead
to the demise of clientelist politics by increasing the cost of vote buying and reducing incentives
for the politicians to rely on political brokers. Nevertheless, future research needs to be aware of
the adaptability of Hun Sen’s patronage system. Recent developments in Cambodian politics
show that regardless of the surprising results of the 2013 election, Hun Sen’s patronage system is
still intact and he has becomes more assertive toward the opposition in order to maintain his
legitimacy and to stay in power.
Having summarized the findings of this study, there are several issues that might be
addressed by future research. The first issue is under what conditions can natural resource rents
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affect institutions? The cases of Indonesia and Cambodia showed that resource rents have a
positive impact in regard to authoritarian rulers in countries where weak institutions are already
in place. On the other hand, strong existing institutions in developed countries can tame the
detrimental effect of resource rents. Is it possible for countries like Indonesia and Cambodia to
build strong institutions while resource rent is flowing into the government’s or elites’ coffers at
the same time? The second issue is related to the timing of state building and party formation and
its impact on the trajectory of the emergence of patronage/clientelistic or programmatic parties.
This issue has been well studied in the context of Western countries, with Shefter (1977, 1994)
as the pioneer of this area. Expanding his framework in the context of Southeast Asia looks
promising, as our case studies suggest that the parties in power, Golkar and CPP, both were rely
heavily on patronage and clientelistic strategies instead of programmatic appeals. Further studies
should elaborate on these issues to contribute more theoretical and empirical understanding of
the relationship among institutions, natural resources, and patronage.
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